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ISSUE 13: OCTOBER 31, 2020 

WE ARE YOUR END TIMES ANTHENA—SPECIAL COVID-19 COVERAGE, PLUS WARS, 
EARTHQUAKES, FAMINE, PERSECUTIONS ETC AS PROPHESIED BY THE BIBLE  

The GKGM is a production of THE CARIBBEAN WORSHIP AND DEVOTIONAL STUDY 

(CWDS) BIBLE AND MESSAGE MUSIC INTERNATIONAL. (OFFERING ALL OUR MUSIC 

AND WRITTEN RESOURCES TOTALLY FREE. www.globalkgnmagazine.com 

THE GLOBAL KINGDOM GOSPEL MAGAZINE  
FOR YOUR EDUCATION, PREPARATION AND END-TIMES EFFECTIVENESS 

Reporting Kingdom Business; Covering the End Times                                   

Keeping the Church Informed, Updated and Re-tooled 

NEW FEATURE 
THE GLOBAL KINGDOM MAGAZINE NOW FEATURES A RESPONSE WITH PRAYER AT THE 

END OF EACH STORY SO CHRISTIANS FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE MAY PROACTIVELY RE-

SPOND TO AND PRAY ABOUT WORLD HAPPENINGS RELATING TO THE END TIMES. YOU 

WILL FIND THIS ENGAGING AND INSPIRATIONAL 

WITCHCRAFT 
The reality of today’s world; the nemesis of today’s church;  

the real issue of the US Election 

Visions of the US elections. Hear 

what the prophets are saying. 
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MAJOR EMBARASSMENT FOR RESPECTED 

PROPHETS IF DONALD TRUMP LOSES 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

There are documented prophe-

sies that Donald Trump would 
have been elected and will be re-
elected. There are also signs that 

people are teaching that are in-
teresting and perhaps more than 

coincidental. 
THE SIGNS: 
 Donald Trump was born on 

June 14, 1946. That day was a blood moon. A blood moon is a lunar eclipse. 
 From the day of his birth to the day Israel was born, May 14, 1948, was exactly 

700 days 
 The day Trump swore the oath of office after his first election he was exactly, 

70years, 7 months and 7 days old. 

 The year he was inaugurated was 5777 in the Jewish calendar. 
 He beat Hillary Clinton by 77 votes because there was a defection of 7 votes. 
 In the middle of His term, Jan 20, 2019, was also a blood moon. 

 
THESE ARE INTERESTING FACTS THAT MAY BE AN INDICATION THAT GOD’S HAND IS ON  

DONALD TRUMP. (SEE BELOW OF THE PROPHECIES) 

Some very significant prophets have prophesied that Donald Trump will win 
this election irrespective of what the polls are saying. We will show the 

faces, give names and a synopsis of the prophecies in this issue of the Global 
Kingdom Gospel Magazine as we seek to find out why they are so willing to 

put their reputation on the line  and oppose popular opinion. 

In an interview with Kenneth 
Copeland, Stephen Strang, 

founder and CEO of Charisma 
Magazine had this to say from 

his investigative journalism. 
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WE ARE IN THE WITCHCRAFT AGE 

WITCHCRAFT MAKES GOD ANGRY 2 KINGS 21:16 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

Believers have found themselves caught up in the middle of a witchcraft crisis with limited awareness 
of the reality or understanding of the spiritual cloud they are dealing with. 
Witchcraft is prevalent in our churches and proactive and common-place in our society. If the mark of 
the beast is anything to be apprehensive of, then witchcraft is a present deceptive terror you must 
loathe. The mark of the beast is being ushered on a sea of demons by a wave of witchcraft. Secret soci-
eties of old are not so secret anymore. The Masonic Lodge and the Illuminati are satanic organiza-
tions attracting the affluent in society. Not to be undone are individuals who identify publicly as 
witches and are proud about it.  Some are even more brazen than Christians about declaring their 
faith in a society that celebrates them. 
Both the young and old are using witchcraft to seduce members of the opposite sex into sexual activi-
ties and relationship. Many Christians who are not prayerful have fallen into these traps. 
This magazine will highlight the brazen atrocities of witchcraft in our society today. 
WITCHCRAFT IN the 15th to 18th CENTURY 
Witchcraft today is a far cry from what prevailed in the 15th–18th centuries. Large numbers of people 
were prosecuted for witchcraft in Europe between 1560 and 1630. Until around 1440 witchcraft-
related prosecutions in Europe centred on maleficium, the concept of using supernatural powers spe-
cifically to harm others.  
 Cases came about from accusations of the use of ritual magic to damage rivals. Up until the 
early 15th century, there was little association of witchcraft with Satan. From that time organised 
witch-hunts increased, as did individual accusations of sorcery. The nature of the charges brought 
changes as more cases were linked to diabolism. Throughout the century, a number of treatises were 
published that helped to establish a stereotype of the witch, particularly the Satanic connection. Dur-
ing the 16th century, witchcraft prosecutions stabilised and even declined in some areas. Witch-hunts 
increased again in the 17th century. The witch trials in Early Modern Europe included the Basque 
witch trials in Spain, the Fulda witch trials in Germany, the North Berwick witch trials in Scotland 
and the Torsåker witch trials in Sweden. 
 Witch-hunts also took place during the 17th century in the American colonies. These were par-
ticularly common in the colonies of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Haven. The myth of the 
witch had a strong cultural presence in 17th century New England and, as in Europe, witchcraft was 
strongly associated with devil-worship. About eighty people were accused of practising witchcraft in a 
witch-hunt that lasted throughout New England from 1647 to 1663. Thirteen women and two men 
were executed. The Salem witch trials followed in 1692–93, culminating in the executions of 20 peo-
ple. 5 others died in jail. 
It has been estimated that tens of thousands of people were executed for witchcraft in Europe and the 
American colonies over several hundred years. Although it is not possible to ascertain the exact num-
ber, modern scholars estimate around 40,000–50,000. Common methods of execution for convicted 
witches  were hanging, drowning and burning. Burning was often favoured, particularly in Europe, as 
it was considered a more painful way to die. Prosecutors in the American colonies generally preferred 
hanging in cases of witchcraft. 
NOT SO TODAY; TIMES HAVE CHANGED. WITCHES ARE PUBLICLY CELEBRATED. DEMONS 
HAVE A PLATFIORM PROVIDED BY CULTURE AND PROTECTED BY LAWS TO STEAM-ROLL 
RIGHTEOUSNESS IN OUR SOCIETY. 
THE RESURGENCE 
Witchcraft, sorcery, idolatry and every type of demonic worship have been practiced throughout the 
Bible and have been strongly condemned by the Bible.  From the days of Moses, God warned him 
against the practice of witchcraft and idolatry. The magicians in Egypt performed witchcraft to do 
tangible things; the body of Samuel was conjured up by a witch, Jezebel was a grand master or grand 
mistress; Israel would sacrifice their children in the fire of Molech and even in the New Testament 
witches were present. 
The laws of today’s society have been very relaxed as many of the lawmakers are them-
selves high level warlocks and the tolerance in society has increased. 
HOW LONG WILL GRACE KEEP AWAY THE INSULTS THAT THE HUMAN RACE IS THROWING 

IN THE SIDE OF A BLEEDING JESUS? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_executed_for_witchcraft#cite_note-Levack204-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maleficium_(sorcery)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diabolism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Witch_trials_in_Early_Modern_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basque_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basque_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fulda_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Berwick_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tors%C3%A5ker_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Massachusetts_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Connecticut_Colony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Haven_Colony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salem_witch_trials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanging
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drowning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_by_burning
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THE WITCHCRAFT AGE 

CLOSER AND MORE PREVALENT THAN YOU THINK 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

To understand the invasive nature of witchcraft today, we will look at a number of reali-

ties starting with these testimonies as reported in the Charisma magazine. 
ADOPTED FROM THE CHARISMA MAGAZINE. 

Ally Tower sat still in the church pew, un-
sure why she was weeping. She was happy 

with her life in Wicca. She loved the witch-
es in her coven like family. And with her 
past full of pain and rejection, she felt more 

empowered than ever. So why was she 
weeping? 

"I cried through the whole first part of the 
service—all through worship," Tower says. 
"When worship was over, this woman came 

up and told me that Jesus loves me." 
That night, Tower surrendered her life to Jesus Christ and left Wicca behind. She trad-
ed her feminine deities for a heavenly Father and her spells for Bible-centered prayer. 

That was 19 years ago. Since then, Tower has watched witchcraft's hold on American 
culture strengthen in unprecedented ways. Instead of being a secret to hide, witchcraft 

is now a trend to try. 
If social media is any indicator, Tower is right. Pagan symbols are often used as a fash-
ion statement or joke, such as when summoning circles (candles surrounding a desired 

object) trended on Twitter earlier this year. Even big companies like Universal normal-
ized the occult meme with lighthearted captions about wishing for more vacation days. 
Perhaps as a result of witchcraft's newfound popularity, Tower sees more people pursu-

ing Wicca and paganism than before. 
"Back when I was practicing [Wicca], there was a lot of hard work that went into it—

nothing came easy," she says. "It was certainly not an easy practice. It was something 
you had to study and you had to work at. In order to obtain knowledge, there were 
things you had to do. Nowadays, you type it into the internet, and you pull it up. It's 

right at your fingertips." 
Research seems to support Tower's observations. Trinity College ran studies from 1990 

to 2008 that indicated the number of Wiccans in the U.S. grew from 8,000 to 340,000. 
In 2014, Pew Research found that 0.4% of the American population—roughly 1.5 mil-
lion people—identified as Wiccan or pagan. 

But these numbers only indicate those who identify as witches. Research can't quantify 
the number of people in the U.S. who secretly practice witchcraft or who dabble in oc-
cult practices. 

So how should the church respond to this dark trend? To answer that ques-
tion, Charisma interviewed several ex-witches and deliverance experts. Each offered 

compelling insights and eye-opening stories to help the church not only root out subtle 
forms of witchcraft among their own, but also reach witches with the gospel. 
SEE THE RESULTS LATER IN THIS MAGAZINE 
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WITCHCRAFT AGE: THE RAGE OF THE DEVIL 

MAD: HIS TIME IS SHORTER NOW THAN EVER BEFORE 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

 

SATAN HAVING GREAT WRATH; HE KNOWS HIS TIME IS SHORT 

THE STORY BELOW SHOWS HOW SATAN 
INFLICTS UNIMAGINABLE PUNISHMENT ON 
CHILDREN THROUGH OCCULTISM 

HE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO REPLICATE 

THE PAIN OF HIS COMING TORMENT BUT 
HE INTENDS TO GIVE IT EVERY SHOT; 

TO BRING AS MANY INTO EXCRUCIATING 
TORMENT IN THIS LIFE AND THE NEXT 

WITH HIM. TO PUNISH THE VULNERABLE 
FOR BEING VULNERABLE  (CHILDREN 

AND WEAK CHRISTIANS) 
 

AS ONE WELL KNOWN PROPHET PUTS IT, 
THE DEVIL IS INCAPABLE OF LOVE. HE HAS 
NO HEART. HE HATES EVEN HIS VERY DE-
MONS. NOTHING WILL GIVE HIM GREATER 
PLEASURE THAN SEEING THE ETERNAL PAIN 
AND TORMENT OF THOSE WHO SUBMIT TO 
HIM AND SERVE HIM IN THIS LIFE: DEMONS 
AND THOSE CONTROLLED BY HIM. HE 
LAUGHS AT THOSE WHO ARE FOOLED BY 
THE LITTLE POWER HE GIVES TO THEM. 
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JOHN WEDGER’S INTERVIEW WITH JEANETTE 

DIABOLICAL ATROCITIES TOLD BY AN SRA SURVIVOR 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

Satanic atrocities have spanned decades and involved some repulsive  activities done in sac-
rifice and worship to  Satan. This however has been regularized in today’s society where the  
worship of Satan is flagrant and commonplace in and outside the church.  
 
 More and more testimonies of some of these ritual abuses are being made public and 
the nature of these testimonies is so appalling. They are so hard to digest or even believe that 
survivors have had a hard time telling their stories. This is a testimony of the cold calculating 
shrewdness with which the devil acts. 
 Just a search of SRA survivors on YouTube will give you a face to face account with 
many who have been so abused. 
 It is important that we all understand what is happening in our world today. It is time 
that our world understands that witchcraft is at our doorsteps in greater measure than it ever 
was. I have seen and experienced witchcraft in live action operating in a very spiritual and 
popular charismatic church in Montego Bay, destroying many marriages without the leaders 
appreciating, understanding or addressing what was happening. It came out of the wife of 
the assistant pastor and took his marriage and his children with it. They were given free 
reign to target and destroy the marriages and homes of other members. 
 In the last publication of this magazine we have seen churches who have overturned 
the word of God on the subject of homosexuality. Nothing happens in the world that the 
church is not a part of. Satanists have infiltrated the church and are heading many organiza-
tions. 
The case of Jay Israel, a confessed Satanist, is a prime  example. 
  In this article we take highlights from the testimony of one such Satanic ritual abuse 
(SRA) survivor, Jeanette Archer, in an interview with a former lawman, Jon Wedger, on the 
YouTube channel, Jon Wedger. 
Jeanette Archer was born in a family where her father and mother were Satanists and her 
grandfather was the grandmaster. 
SUMMARY OF JEANETTE’S TESTIMONY 
Jeanette’s family looked like a normal family to the public. 
They lived in Southwest London.  
Her father began raping her as far back as she can remember, perhaps from birth.  
Her father would tell her it was her fault; she was born female. 
Her mother was complicit with the abuse; she would watch and even set-up the abuse. 
Many times her mother would engineer problems, slap her and send her to her father in the 
bathroom. He would do a bath drowning ritual. Strip her down, dip her under water and pull 
her up, then at the end leave her until drowning point then pull her up just in time.  
He would then take her into the bedroom and sexually abuse her. 
In Satanic ritual abuse, the abuses are equally from men and women. 
USED IN SATANIC RITUALS 
Satanic rituals started with her at age 3 years. 
She was always brought into the room stripped naked. 
People (complicit satanic families) would come into the room and form a circle all around 
her dressed in red and white. 
They would have a cup full of blood they would sip from and pass anticlockwise. 
They would chant something.. 
There would always be a leader who would dress distinctly for the role. 
They would then strip naked and one by one sexually abuse her. Both men and women would 
take turn to abuse. They would do this in order anticlockwise. 
Some of them would be popular men and women in business and politics. 
Mother would come in with a towel to mop her up and mop up the body fluids(semen). 
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DIABOLICAL ATROCITIES TOLD BY AN SRA SURVIVOR 

EXCRUCIATING TORTURE OF CHILDREN 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

Jeanette has vivid memories of the farm run by her grandfather where ritual abuse occurred week 
in and out. It happened in Surrey, a wealthy part of England known as the stockbroker belt. 
THE FARM 
On the farm children and babies were raped, tortured, sacrificed and buried.  
Children were abducted and brought there in vans full.  
Children were held in underground tunnels.  
There were a  number of barns on the farm. In one she was held captive for a day or two days at a 
time and shackled  until she was brought out. 
She was used for rituals a lot. 
The ritual procedures were extreme.  
First she would be starved. 
Then she was subjected to the cleansing process. Tubes were stuck into her mouth and bottom 
and she was flushed out. 
She was placed in a white gown for ritual. 
There was another barn with an electric chair where the babies were given electric shocks. She 
remembers the experience vividly. It was excruciating. 
Every form of torture like this was to tell you not to speak out. 
Jeanette’s grandfather had a box with torture tools; suffocation tools, masks, hot pokers that was 
put inside her and many others. 
She recalls the very frequent and painful procedures; the extremely severe and intense pain. 
During these Satanic torture, the best thing for her was if she passed out, then she would not feel 
the intense pain. 
IMPALING AND BUTCHERING CHILDREN 
In another barn there were meat hooks; children were hung on the hooks and impaled. 
They were mainly abducted children; used for rituals. 
This was one of the ways they killed them after the rituals. 
Children within the family would have to sit and watch. 
They were told this is what happens to you, to drive them to fear and silence. 
Impaling children was her grandfather clearing up; it was not a  part of the ceremony. 
After hanging them alive on the meat hooks by the flesh of their backs, her grandfather would slit 
them open, use his hand and pull all the organs into a bucket. 
He would make her eat out of the bucket until she vomited (rotting flesh). 
All children on the farm were between ages 3 to 9.  
 
She remembers a grandfather who never flinched from anything she saw him do, meat hooks to 
chopping up bodies. He was heartless. His eyes were empty. 
She remembers another barn, the fantasy barn.  It was bigger than the others and had two levels. 
Important people came there. These were men his grandfather answered to. They came in suits, 
smartly dressed, in groups of 3 to 6. They would demand that a handful of kids  be placed in the 
barn until they came. They drank, took drugs while the children cowered in a corner and watched 
until they were called.  
They would start with compelling the children to do their fantasies; orally abusing them; then 
they were all raped. 
Testimony of others and government enquires are very consistent with this. One church bishop 
was named in this enquiry. 
They would finish by picking up their sticks; not exactly cat o’ nine but had strands. After raping, 
they would pick up these sticks and whip the children all until they were bleeding. 
They spoke about Satan all the time on the farm. This was all about his sacrifice. 
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HER PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS WERE SATANISTS 

SHE WAS A VICTIM USED IN RITUALS 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

Jeanette remembers a couple named Doreen and Brian who would take her to their flat and 
abuse her on another level. 
They would chain her up and suffocate her with a mask. Clamps were placed all over on her body, 
back and vagina and she was left there to suffer 
She was not allowed to use the toilet. There were buckets in a corner. 
When she was unchained she was placed on a bed; Doreen would suffocate her by pressing down 
on her neck while her husband raped her. 
Doreen was an expert in child torture; she instructed him. 
 
BODY DISPOSAL  
On the farm there was a big dug out hole called a well. The  little bodies went in the well. 
Her grandfather would pick her up and hang her over the hole to further intimidate her. 
There were layers of bodies  in the well; little babies. The top layer would always have someone  
who was alive. 
She would sometimes come eye to eye with a live toddler or see them wiggling. 
These babies used for rituals and murdered were abducted children or supplied by breeders. 
Breeders were rape victims who were induced close to delivery time. 
 Audrey Harper, a SRA survivor, wrote a book titled, Dances with the Devil, in which she 
spoke of breeders also. She told  the police everything and wrote all about her abuse. According to 
her, the best thing  for these children was to be killed. 
 
The farm had underground tunnels. There was a lift up door and a descent by steps to cells. Jean-
ette was taken there post ritual. She would be locked up and left there, cold and damp and in a lot 
of pain. She would remain there curled up in corner and prayed no one came. 
She remembers one little boy aged 3.  He was abducted and placed in the barn where she was and 
chained next to her. She would cuddle him.  
After she was abused and placed in the tunnel, he was abused and placed in the cell next to her. 
She reached across and cuddled him as much as she could and held him. She dosed off and woke 
up to the freezing cold. He was dead in her arms.  
  
There was also sex with dead bodies in mortuaries while the children watched. Both her mother 
and father would be sexually abusing dead bodies in these diabolical rituals, then they would 
abuse the children. 
 
Jeanette remembers telling the police everything. The investigation was going well. She took the  
police to the farm, showed them the well and the places to dig for dead bodies. They shut down 
investigation on the basis that her grandfather did not have a drivers license and she said he 
drove the  bus with kids. 
They noted that the police were involved at the highest level. 
There was a  police post nearby, police would come and watch the rituals and masturbate. Chil-
dren were taken into the post also to be raped. 
Chief commissioners are the ones behind it. 
Jeanette ended up able to matriculate her ordeal and with some semblance of life, but others had 
their lives completely wrecked. Some were experiencing severe depression, others were drug ad-
dicts and some engaged in crime.  
 
THIS HAPPENED FOR JEANETTE IN THE 1970’S AND 80’S, CAN YOU IMAGINE 
ITS ESCALATION TODAY? 
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          RESPONSE  

TO 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 

WITCHCRAFT AND RITUAL 

ABUSE 

MIGHTY GOD, RAIN FIRE ON EVERY 
SATANIST ABUSING CHILDREN IN RITU-

ALS. LET THE ANGELS OF THE LIVING 
GOD DISRUPT AND SCATTER THEM NOW 

IN THE NAME OF JESUS. AS YOU DID TO 
ISRAEL WHEN THEY DEFILED THE GOOD 
LAND YOU GAVE THEM, LET THE SWORD, 

PESTILENCE AND FAMINE PURSUE THEM 
UNTIL THEY ARE TOTALLY WIPED OUT OR 

WITCHCRAFT IS WIPED OUT OF THEM. 

WE RELEASE THEM NOW TO THE TRUE 
HEART OF THE  DEMONS THEY ARE 

COURTING AND TO THE LOVE OF SATAN. 
WE REMOVE THE SPIRIT OF DECEPTION 
THAT KEEPS THEM BELIEVING HE IS CA-

PABLE OF LOVING THEM. LET THE FIRE 
OF THE LORD CAUSE THEM TO EAT THE 

FLESH OF EACH OTHER AND RELEASE 
THE CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF JESUS. 

AMEN. 

Righteous Lord, my tears overflow  at 
the pain of the  children of  this gen-
eration who are abused physically, 
sexually and emotionally. I call upon 
You to enact Your covenant to make 
the lives of abusers worse than some-
one weighed down by a millstone and 
drowned. I call forth the angels of my 
children and the children of my fami-
ly members to militancy now. Cover 
them from every satanic arrow di-
rected at them from within or with-
out, from society or electronically, in 
the  name of Jesus. Amen. 
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WHEN there is a wall of evil  
Where you turn in every way, 
And darkness grips the throne,  
And her own grandchildren she slays, 
You cry but you feel helpless,  
For weakness fill your knees; 
Know God remembers covenants  
And is preserving Him a seed. 

2 KINGS 11 
1When Athaliah, Ahaziah’s mother realized 
that her son was dead, 
she destroyed all the royal successors. 
2But Jehosheba, the daughter of Joram, the 
sister of Ahaziah,  
took Joash, King Ahaziah’s son, 
and hid him with his nurse in a room from 
Athaliah,  
so that she would not murder him with the 
others. 
3And she hid him in the house of the Lord for 
six years, 
while over the land Athaliah reigned. 
4In the seventh year of her reign, Jehoiada sent 
for the captains of hundreds; 
the guards and escorts; 
and brought them to him into the house of the 
Lord. 
And he made a covenant with them there, and 
took an oath from them; 
then he showed them the king’s son. 
5And there he commanded,  
“This is the thing that you shall do: 
a third of you who do duty on the Sabbath 
shall keep watch over the king’s house, 
6“a third shall be at the gate of Sur,  
and a third will be at the gate behind the 
guards. 
You shall keep watch over the king’s house so 
that it is not destroyed. 
7“The two divisions of you who go off duty on 
the Sabbath shall watch the house of the Lord 
and the king. 
8You shall surround the king completely, every 
man with his weapons in hand; 
any one who comes beyond the boundaries, 
put him to death.  
You are assigned to be with the king when he 
goes out and comes in.” 
9So the captains did just as Jehoiada the priest 
instructed them to do. 
Each of them took his men who were on duty 
on the Sabbath day, with those who were off 
duty, 

and they came to Jehoiada the priest, for God 
was preserving him a seed. 
10And the priest gave the captains of hundreds 
the spears and shields which belonged to King 
David, 
that were found in the Lord’s temple. 
11Then the guards stood, each with their weapons 
in hand surrounding the king, 
from one corner of the temple to the next, 
by the altar and the house. 
12And he brought the king’s son out, put the 
crown on his head, and gave him the Testimony; 
then they made him king and anointed him, and 
clapped their hands and shouted,  
“God save the king!” 
13When Athaliah heard the shouting of the guards 
and of all Israel, 
she came to the people in the temple.  
14She looked and saw the king; 
he was standing by a pillar according to the cus-
tom; 
and the leaders were by the king with the trum-
peters who blew the trumpets.  
And all the people of the land rejoiced and blew 
trumpets. 
“Treason, this is treason!” Athaliah cried as she 
ripped her clothes. 
@Treason! Was this treason? 
Or was it just the Lord at work?  
15Then Jehoiada the priest commanded the cap-
tains of hundreds and the officers, and said,  
“Take her outside under guard, and kill anyone 
who follows her with the sword.” 
For the priest had said, 
“Do not kill her in the Lord’s house!” 
16So they seized her and took her the way of the 
horses’ entrance to the king’s house,  
and they killed her there. 
@And no one felt her pain or shed a tear on the 
day the wicked queen was slain. 
17And Jehoiada made a covenant with the people, 
the king and the Lord, 
that they should be the Lord’s people. 
And he made it between the king and the people 
also. 
18So all the people of the land went to the temple 
of Baal and they demolished it. 
They broke down Baal’s altar,  
and completely wrecked its altar and images, and 
killed Mattan, the priest of Baal before the altars. 
And the priest set officers over the house of the 
Lord. 

 
2KINGS 11—CWDS Bible with Quotes & Prayers 

SATANS WRATH 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 
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19Then he took the captains of hundreds, the 
guards, and all the people of the land; 
and they brought the king from the house of 
the Lord and took the path of the gate of the 
guards to the king’s house. 
And he came into the king’s house and sat 
down on the throne. 
20There was great rejoicing; all the people of the 
land rejoiced; 
and the city was quiet, for they had killed 
Athaliah in the king’s house. 
@There was a wall of darkness, for evil gripped 
the throne; 
now rejoice! Rejoice O Judah, for Athaliah is 
cast down! 
21Jehoash was seven years old when he began 
to reign; 
@As God had promised David, 
He preserved him an offspring to rule that day. 

CWDS Bible Quotes 

When you destroy your own blood for power, 
power will destroy you and demand your 
blood. 

Sinful alliance will cost you in ways you will 
never live to count and your children may 
never recover from. (Jehoshaphat’s alliance 
with Ahab cost him everything.) 

Sinful alliance is willing compliance with the 
devil; it gives him an open door to your au-
thority, your posterity and your legacy.  

The decisions you make today have a resonat-
ing impact on your generations; live respon-
sibly, not for the now, but for the present-
future. 

To exalt yourself to a throne or position God has 
not appointed or anointed you for will ex-
haust you in a spit of disgrace. 

Seize authority and get comfortable and disas-
ter sees you as a sure and comfortable tar-
get. 

Protect the anointing and the anointed and  

organize for kingdom advancement God’s way 
and with God’s order. The people of God must 
organize and unite to fight the evil that seeks 
to take root in and against the kingdom of God. 

Sin will get comfortable among the people of God 
on the highest throne until standards are put 
in place, imposed, enforced and maintained. 

The wind that blows you into power will blow you 
out of power and extinguish the power in you if 
it is the wind of violence and treason. 

Your cry of treason is without reason but rather 
treasonable if you are an imposter crying 
against the rightful authority. 

Every wicked evil thing that defiles the house of 
God should be removed; every high thing that 
exalts itself against the knowledge of God 
must be brought down to its own grave. 

Cleanse the land of evil and wickedness and the 
earth will rejoice, heaven will endorse you and 
the land will prosper.  

PRAYER POINTS 
Let every power hungry, blood-thirsty Athaliah 

spirit raging against the people of God, fall 
into their own pit now, in the name of Jesus. 

My Father my God, I place all my friends before 
You for scrutiny and approval. Let the blood 
of Jesus Christ fan away every demonic plan-
tation in my life designated against my chil-
dren, in the name of Jesus. Amen. 

Father, I will make the tough decision to choose 
my friends well and trim my circle to preserve 
Your call on my life. Amen. 

Most high God, let every spirit of deception 
prompting men to usurp authority be hum-
bled by the blood of Jesus. Amen. 

Every power sitting on thrones that belong to the 
children of God be toppled and disgraced 
now, in the name of Jesus. 

Most high God, let believers unite against en-
trenched wickedness, in the name of Jesus. 
Amen.  

 
2KINGS 11—CWDS Bible with Quotes & Prayers 

THE WAYWARD CHURCH 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 

When you destroy your own blood for power, 
power will destroy you and demand your 
blood. 

Sinful alliance is willing compliance with the dev-
il; it gives him an open door to your authority, 
your posterity and your legacy.  

Cleanse the land of evil and wickedness and the 
earth will rejoice, heaven will endorse you 
and the land will prosper.  

Let every power hun-
gry, blood-thirsty 
Athaliah spirit rag-
ing against the 
people of God, fall 
into their own pit 
now, in the name 
of Jesus. 
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THE US ELECTIONS: NOT ABOUT WHO YOUR SOUL 

HATES BUT FIGHTING FOR THE SOUL OF AMERICA 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

MANY WONDER WHY EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS ARE SO CAUGHT UP WITH DONALD 
TRUMP WHEN IN THEIR EYES HE IS SO OBVIOUSLY: 
IMMORAL 
RACIST 
DEVIANT 
BRASH 
UNFRIENDLY 
HARSH ON IMMIGRANTS 
CONFRONTATIONAL 
ANNOYING 
UNPREDICTABLE 

 
YET EVANGELICAL CHRIS-

TIANS ARE WILLING TO TOLERATE ALL THESE THINGS IN A PRESIDENT; THEY WILL 
TOLERATE THE CHARACTER ISSUES WITH TRUMP TO SECURE WHAT THEY FEEL IS OF 
GREATER SIGNIFICANCE, THE SPIRITUAL AGENDA: 
HOSTILITY TO WITCHES AND WITCHCRAFT 
HOSTILITY TO THE HOMOSEXUAL AGENDA 
OPPOSITION OF THE ABORTION AGENDA 
FRIENDLY TO ISRAEL  
 

FOR THEM THIS ELECTION IS NOT ABOUT LIKEABILITY, IT IS ABOUT FIGHTING FOR THE SOUL OF 
AMERICA AND THEIR GENERATIONS. IT IS ABOUT PUSHING BACK THE ADVANCE OF THE DEVIL OR 
HOLDING HIM AT BAY. THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND THE SPIRITUAL AGENDA OF GOD WOULD HAVE IT 

NO OTHER WAY. MOST OF THE POPULAR ENANGELICAL LEADERS ARE ADVOCATING FOR HIM. 
FRANKLYN GRAHAM HAS MADE HIM AND HIS RE-ELECTION THE PIVOT OF HIS RECENT MARCH AND 

GATHERING. 
This is also the reason that those who sway public opinion, Hollywood and the 
music industry are advocating against Trump. Many believe the price of stardom 
has been high in demonic currencies. 

The confirmation of the supreme court judge 

Amy Coney-Barrett is central to the church-
es’ agendas. They are happy with a  presi-
dent who will support judges on the su-

preme court who will vote for laws in favor of 
the spiritual agenda listed. 
 

THOUGH BARAK OBAMA WAS LIKEABLE AND DE-

SIRABLE FOR MANY REASONS TO MINORITY AMERI-

CA, THEY HATE THE THOUGHT OF ANOTHER PRES-

IDENT WHO WILL LIGHT UP THE WHITE HOUSE IN 
HOMOSEXUAL COLORS AND WHO IS IN LEAGUE 

WITH THE WITCHES' AGENDA. 
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          RESPONSE  

TO 
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THE US ELECTIONS 

KING OF KINGS; GOD WHO SETS UP 
KINGS AND ESTABLISHES AUTHORI-

TY. MAY YOUR WILL BE DONE IN 
THESE US ELECTIONS AS IT IS IN 
HEAVEN. BY THE POWER IN THE 
BLOOD OF JESUS, REST YOUR 

HAND UPON THESE ELECTIONS TO 
DISRUPT THE SATANIC AGENDA IN 
AMERICA AND BY EXTENSION, ALL 
THE NATIONS CONNECTED TO IT IN 
THESE END TIMES. MARVELLOUS 
LORD CONTINUE TO USE THE SIM-

PLE THINGS OF THIS WORLD TO 
CONFOUND THE WISE DIABOLICAL 
SPIRITS THAT ARE SEEKING CON-

TROL OF POWER AND AUTHORITY 
TO PERVERT. AMEN. 

My Father my God, open my eyes to 

Your heart concerning the election of 
our leaders. Move me beyond person-

al bias to spiritual positioning. Give 
me the heart to protect Your heritage 
in my positioning, my speech and my 

prayers, even when it hurts. I give 
You full control and authority Lord to 
select and approve world leaders who 

will protect the spiritual heritage of 

my generations, in the name of Jesus. 
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MANY HAVE TRIED TO OFFER EXPLANATIONS FOR THE DEVASTATION OF THE EARTHQUAKE THAT 
STRUCK HAITI IN 2010. WHILE IT IS OBVIOUS THEY HAD POOR INFRASTRUCTURE, MANY ARE POINTING 
TO THEIR VOODOO CULTURE. ACCORDING TO ONE REPORT:  
 The major earthquake that struck Haiti in 2010 may have shocked a region unac-
customed to such temblors, but the devastating quake was not unusual in that it was 
caused by the same forces that generate earthquakes the world over. In this case, the 
shaking was triggered by much the same mechanism that shakes cities along California's 
San Andreas fault. 
The 7.0-magnitude Haiti earthquake would be a strong, potentially destructive earth-
quake anywhere, but it is an unusually strong event for Haiti, with even more potential 
destructive impact because of the weak infrastructure of the impoverished nation. 
Sliding plates 
Earthquakes typically occur along the jigsaw-puzzle pieces of the Earth's crust, called 
plates, which move relative to one another, most of the time at an imperceptibly slow 
pace. In the case of the Haiti quake, the Caribbean and North American plates slide past 
one another in an east-west direction. This is known as a strike-slip boundary. 
Stress builds up in points along the boundary and along its faults where parts of the crust 
stick; eventually that stress is released in a sudden, strong movement that causes the 
two sides of the fault to move and generate an earthquake. The fault system that rup-
tured to cause this quake is called the Enriquillo-Plantain Garden fault system. 
Major earthquakes are rare in this part of the world in part because the Caribbean is a mi-
nor plate, with a fault system that isn't as long as, say, the San Andreas, which is at the 
boundary between two of the world's largest plates – the Pacific and North American 
plates. The unusually high magnitude of the quake for this region is part of the reason it 
has likely caused enormous damage to Haiti. 
INTENSITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
Another factor in the damage that a quake can cause is its intensity. While magnitude is 
a measurement of how much energy is released by an earthquake, intensity is "simply an 
estimate or a measure of how strongly that earthquake was felt," said Don Blakeman, an 
earthquake analyst with the United States Geological Survey. 
One factor that influences earthquake intensity is the distance to the epicenter of those 
who feel the earthquake's effects. In the case of the Haiti quake, the epicenter of the 
quake was only 10 miles (15 km) southwest of the capital Port-au-Prince and just 6.2 
miles (10 km) below the Earth's surface, "which for earthquakes is very shallow," Blake-
man told LiveScience. 
"So everyone in Port-au-Prince is basically within 30 to 40 km [18 to 25 miles] of the 
earthquake," he added. 
"The depth of this earthquake in Haiti was very shallow meaning that the energy that was 
released is very close to the surface," said Carrieann Bedwell of the USGS and NEIC. 
In contrast, areas like the Fiji Islands in the South Pacific can experience earthquakes 
that originate hundreds of miles down in the Earth's crust, which would already put them 
hundreds of miles away from the earthquake, Blakeman explained. Earthquakes are much 
deeper in this the South Pacific because instead of two plates sliding past one another, 
one is descending deep into the Earth below the other, allowing earthquakes to originate 
much farther down below the surface. This is called a subduction zone. 
Another unfortunate factor in the intensity equation for Haiti is the infrastructure in-
volved. 
ALTHOUGH THIS WAS 10 YEARS AGO, EARTHQUAKES ARE AN END TIMES SIGN OF THE 

RETURN OF THE LORD. WAS THE EARTHQUAKE IN HAITI A FORM OF JUDGMENT ON 
ITS WITCHCRAFT/VOODOO, OCCULTIC CULTURE? 

HAITI’S DEVASTATING EARTHQUAKE IN 2010 

 AN ACT OF NATURE OR AN ACT OF GOD 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com
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IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE DE-

STRUCTION IN HAITI HAD ANY-

THING TO DO WITH THE DE-

MONIC CULTURE OF VOODOO 

WORSHIP IN HAITI? 

CERTAINLY, GOD MUST BE AN-

GRY WITH THIS NATION FOR 

THESE PRACTICES. CAN IT BE 

VIEWED INDEPENDENTLY? 

 

ON THE NEXT PAGE WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE VOODOO CULTURE OF HAITI. 

PICTURE OF DEVASTATION—HAITI  EARTHQUAKE  2010 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

THE DEVASTATION, THE DESTRUCTION, THE DEATHS THAT ROCKED A 

REGION AND ROCKED THE WORLD. 

THE RUBBLE OF LIVES DESTROYED; A SAGA OF THE LIVING AND THE 

DEAD. 

AS WITH THE CORONA VIRUS, AS WITH THE EXILE OF ISRAEL, CHURCHES 
WERE NOT SPARED, THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE WICKED WERE EQUALLY  

AFFECTED. 
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VOODOO RITUALS AND CEREMONIES IN HAITI 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

THE CULTURE OF BLOOD SACRIFICES; DEMONIC MANIFESTATIONS; 

PUBLIC DEMON WORSHIP. 

WITCHCRAFT RITUALS INVOLVING NAKED CHILDREN AS WITH THE SRA 

TESTIMONY EARLIER IN THIS ARTICLE. THIS IS OPEN ABUSE! 

PUBLIC NUDITY RITUALS; CELEBRATION OF THE DEAD USING HUMAN 

REMAINS IN RITUALS; RIVER RITUALS 

WITCHCRAFT ACTIVITIES ARE VERY SIMILAR ACROSS THE WORLD. 

THE WORLD IS GRAVITITATING TO THE PUBLIC WORSHIP OF DEMONS 
AS MODELLED IN THE CULTURE OF HAITI. 
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SCRIPTURES ON WITCHCRAFT 
FROM THE NKJV 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

Exodus 22:18 “You shall not permit a witch to live. 
Deuteronomy 18:10-11 There shall not be found among you anyone who makes his son or his 
daughter pass through the fire, or one who practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one who in-
terprets omens, or a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells, or a medium, or a spiritist, or one 
who calls up the dead. 
Isaiah 47:9 But these two things shall come to you in a moment, in one day: The loss of chil-
dren, and widowhood. They shall come upon you in their fullness because of the multitude of 
your sorceries, for the great abundance of your enchantments. 
2 Chronicles 33:6 Also he caused his sons to pass through the fire in the Valley of the Son of 

Hinnom; he practiced soothsaying, used witchcraft and sorcery, and consulted mediums and 
spiritists. He did much evil in the sight of the LORD, to provoke Him to anger.  
Revelation 21:8 But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually immor-
al, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and 
brimstone, which is the second death.” 
Revelation 22:15 But outside are dogs and sorcerers and sexually immoral and murderers and 
idolaters, and whoever loves and practices a lie. 
Galatians 5:20 The works of the flesh: idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, out-
bursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, 
Revelation 9:21 And they did not repent of their murders or their sorceries or their sexual im-
morality or their thefts. 
Malachi 3:5 And I will come near you for judgment; I will be a swift witness against sorcerers, 
against adulterers, against perjurers, against those who exploit wage earners and widows and 
orphans, and against those who turn away an stranger— because they do not fear Me,” says 
the LORD of hosts.  
2 Kings 17:17 And they caused their sons and daughters to pass through the fire, prac-
ticed witchcraft and soothsaying, and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the LORD, to pro-
voke Him to anger. 
1 Samuel 15:23 For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and 
idolatry. Because you have rejected the word of the LORD, He also has rejected you 

from being king.” 
2 Kings 9:22 Now it happened, when Joram saw Jehu, that he said, “Is it peace, Jehu?” So he 
answered, “What peace, as long as the harlotries of your mother Jezebel and her witchcraft are 
so many?” 
2 Kings 21:6 Also he made his son pass through the fire, practiced soothsaying, 
used witchcraft, and consulted spiritists and mediums. He did much evil in the sight of 

the LORD, to provoke Him to anger. 
Numbers 23:23 “For there is no sorcery against Jacob, nor any divination against Israel. It now 
must be said of Jacob and of Israel, ‘Oh, what God has done!’ 
Isaiah 57:3 “But come here, you sons of the sorceress, you offspring of the adulterer and the 
harlot! 
Nahum 3:4 Because of the multitude of harlotries of the seductive harlot, the mistress 
of sorceries, who sells nations through her harlotries, and families through sorceries. 
Revelation 18:23 The light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore, and the voice of bride-
groom and bride shall not be heard in you anymore. For your merchants were the great men of 
the earth, for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived. 
2 Kings 23:24 Moreover Josiah put away those who consulted mediums and spiritists, the 
household gods and idols, all the abominations that were seen in the land of Judah and in Je-
rusalem,  

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus%2022%3A18&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy%2018%3A10&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2047%3A9&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20Chronicles%2033%3A6&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation%2021%3A8&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation%2022%3A15&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Galatians%205%3A20&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation%209%3A21&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Malachi%203%3A5&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20Kings%2017%3A17&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Samuel%2015%3A23&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20Kings%209%3A22&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20Kings%2021%3A6&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Numbers%2023%3A23&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2057%3A3&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Nahum%203%3A4&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation%2018%3A23&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20Kings%2023%3A24&version=NKJV
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The Bible is replete with God being angry with na-

tions and especially His people Israel. We see Him 
acting in this anger in the following ways: 

POURING OUT HIS WRATH 
REMOVING HIS PROTECTION 

SELLING HIS PEOPLE TO THEIR ENEMIES 
BRINGING FAMINE ON THEM 
PLAGUING THEM WITH VIRUSES 

FIGHTING AGAINST THEM IN BATTLE 
 

 
These are some reasons for His anger historically: 
IDOLATRY 

IMMORALITY 
MURDERS AND BLOODSHED 
INJUSTICE 

WAYWARD LEADERSHIP 
 

The Bible suggests that God moves when His anger peaks, when the fullness is 
reached. He is very patient and slow to wrath and for this we are grateful. No one can 
stand in the face of God’s wrath so we must appreciate that this global virus is just a 

twitching of His finger. We must appreciate that He is exercising great restraint when 
we consider the affront of flesh against Him. 
Many will cite the increase of: 

WITCHCRAFT 
MURDERS AND BLOODSHED 

THE MURDEROUS ACTS OF ABORTIONS 
WIDESCALE IMMORALITY 
HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGES 

IDOLATRY 
SOCIAL INJUSTICE 

AND IT IS RAMPANT IN THE CHURCH ALSO. 
 
THE CORONAVIRUS HAS MADE A BIG 

STATEMENT THAT THE CHURCH IS NOT 
EXCLUDED FROM GOD’S ANGER AND 
POURING OUT. 

 
JESUS HIMSELF STATED THAT SALT IS 

GOOD BUT IF IT LOSES ITS SAVOR IT IS 
GOOD FOR NOTHING BUT TO BE 
THROWN OUT. WE ARE SALT AND LIGHT 

BUT... 
 

HAS THE CHURCH LOST ITS SAVOR? HOW ABOUT YOU, ARE YOU SAVORY? 

IS GOD ANGRY WITH WITCHCRAFT IN THE CHURCH? 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com
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WITCHCRAFT IN  OUR NA-

TION 

OMNIPOTENT FATHER, FORGIVE 
THIS NATION FOR EVERY WITCH-

CRAFT OCCULTIC PRACTICE 
THAT GOES ON HERE. FORGIVE 

OUR MUSIC INDUSTRY FOR SELL-
ING THIS CULTURE TO OUR GEN-

ERATIONS. FORGIVE OUR LEAD-
ERS FOR MAKING WITCHCRAFT 
AN ACCEPTABLE PRACTICE AND 

PROTECTING IT WITH OUR LAWS. 

FORGIVE THE CHURCH FOR CO-
HABITING WITH IT AS LOT WITH 
SODOM AND FOR NOT TAKING 

AUTHORITY AND PROHIBITING IT 

IN THE SPIRIT. RIGHTEOUS FA-

THER, REMEMBER THIS NA-

TION FOR GOOD AND SEND 

YOUR GRACE FOR HEALING. 

AMEN. 

Merciful Father, have mercy. Cover 

my household under the blood of Je-
sus from every diabolical assignment 

caused by the widespread practice of 
witchcraft in our nation. I prohibit my 
children in the spirit from engaging in 

witchcraft. Let the angels of the Lord 
deliver my children from every at-
tempt by the devil to engage them. 

Baptize my household with the spirit 
of prayer and us as guardians of the 

soul of this nation. As for me and my 

house, we will serve the Lord. Amen.   
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Women at a festival honoring an African goddess in February 2018 . 

Young black women are leaving Christianity and em-
bracing African witchcraft in digital covens. 
“We may not be Christian here, but we still pray,” said 
a woman dressed entirely in white as she addressed a 
large audience of African American women. Standing 
behind a lectern, speaking in the cadences of a 
preacher, she added, “I understand God more now, 
doing what I’m doing, than I ever did in the Church.” 
The call and response that followed (“No one’s going to 
protect us but who?” “Us!”) was reminiscent of 

church—but this was no traditional sermon. The speaker, Iyawo Orisa Omitola, was giving the 
keynote address recently at the third annual Black Witch Convention, which brought together 
some 200 women in a Baltimore reception hall. The small but growing community points to the 
hundreds of young black women who are leaving Christianity in favor of their ancestors’ African 
spiritual traditions, and finding a sense of power in the process. 
Over the past decade, white millennials have embraced witchcraft in droves. Now a parallel phe-
nomenon is emerging among black millennials. While their exact numbers are difficult to gauge, 
it’s clear that African American pop culture has started to reflect the trend. In the music indus-
try alone, there’s Beyoncé’s allusion to an African goddess in Lemonade and at the Grammys; 

Azealia Banks’s declaration that she practices brujería (a Spanish term for witchcraft); and 
Princess Nokia’s hit “Brujas,” in which she tells white witches, “Everything you got, you 
got from us.” 

 African American witchcraft originated in West Africa, the birthplace of Yoruba, a 
set of religious traditions focused on reverence for ancestors and worship of a vast pan-

theon of deities known as orishas. Those traditions accompanied West Africans who 
were brought to the Americas as slaves, and were eventually combined with Western 
religions, such as Catholicism, that many slaves were pushed to embrace. 

By the early 19th century, Cuban Santeria, Brazilian Candomblé, Haitian Vodou, and 
other syncretistic faiths had emerged as a result. In cities like New Orleans, voodoo 

(slightly different from Haitian Vodou) and hoodoo, which also descend from West Afri-
can faiths, grew popular. These practices—which often involve manipulating candles, 
incense, or water to achieve a desired result—may have helped give slaves some sense 

of power, however minimal. 
Modern black witches are practicing Yoruba-based faiths, with a few millennial touch-
es. They build altars to ancestors so they can seek their advice on everything from ro-

mance to professional advancement, cast spells using emoji to help banish depression, 
surround themselves with crystals in the hope that they will relieve stress, and burn 

sage to cleanse their apartments of negative energy. 
Some hallmarks of millennial spirituality are common to both white and African Ameri-
can witches. They’re typically disillusioned with hierarchical institutions—the Catholic 

Church, for example—and attracted to do-it-yourself “spiritual but not reli-
gious” practices such as the use of crystals. But the budding black-witch community 

also has unique traits, including a desire for “safe spaces,” a wariness of cultural ap-
propriation, and a penchant for digital religion. 
 

THE WITCHES OF BALTIMORE 
A STORY PUBLISHED IN THE ATLANTIC NEWSPAPER IN NOV 2018 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

http://www.dawtasofthemoon.org/2018-bwc-convention.html
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/what-beyonce-teaches-us-about-the-african-diaspora-in-lemonade
https://qz.com/africa/908973/at-the-grammys-beyonce-paid-an-epic-tribute-to-afro-diaspora-spirituality/
http://www.vulture.com/2016/12/azealia-banks-has-a-room-dedicated-to-witchcraft.html
https://genius.com/Princess-nokia-brujas-lyrics
https://www.howwegather.org/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/09/06/more-americans-now-say-theyre-spiritual-but-not-religious/
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Many black witches, nervous about practicing witch-
craft openly, feel more comfortable meeting online 
than in person. Some fear they’ll be shamed by de-
vout Christian parents, according to Margarita Guil-
lory, a Boston University professor who studies Afri-
cana religion in the digital age. 
“The internet is almost becoming like a hush harbor 
for these witches of color,” Guillory said, referring 
to places where slaves gathered in secret to practice 
their religions in antebellum America. Online, an 

avatar or a handle allows women to speak freely. A popular Tumblr promotes inspirational 
images of black witches and Facebook groups for the women have thousands of members 
each, while some have even developed smartphone apps. 
Some young women at the Baltimore convention told me their parents had long hid their grand-
mothers’ or great-grandmothers’ involvement with witchcraft—a decision the millennials resent-
ed, until they realized their parents may have felt the need to suppress any talk of magic be-
cause their ancestors were harshly punished for their rituals. New Orleans, for example, 
saw sweeping arrests of voodooists in the 19th century. 
Monica Jeffries, a 28-year-old teacher who had playfully donned a pointed witch hat for the 
convention, grew up in the Apostolic Church, but she broke ties with it four years ago. She said 
her mother had “forced” Christianity on her. Jeffries sometimes calls home trying to figure out 
why. “I’m asking her questions about Christianity, and I’m like, ‘Why would you do this to us?’ 
She still can’t give me answers.” 
While some millennials enter the black-witch community seeking answers, others are simply 
hungry for a place where they can belong. Mambo Yansa, a witch who grew up in Panama, told 
me witchcraft serves as a “safe haven” for some LGBT youth who don’t feel welcome in the 
Church. The number of online posts by and about LGBT witches attests to the overlap between 
queer and witch communities. 
Empowerment was an unmistakable aspect of the Black Witch Convention. Replete with talk of 
sexual trauma, suppression, and self-acceptance, it felt like group therapy. Women cried or 
spoke in trembling voices as they described experiences of abuse. 
“While the #MeToo movement is out there, there are still African American women out there 
who don’t have a voice. We are not represented,” Omitola said in her keynote. “One thing I know 
from studying African religions is, I have never seen one subservient goddess. So why are we 
sitting here thinking we have to be subservient?” 
Omitola went on to differentiate between African witchcraft and “New Age sh-t,” like 
the witches who gather to hex President Donald Trump and Supreme Court Justice Brett 
Kavanaugh. But some of the black witches’ practices—astrology, say—are what the Pew Re-
search Center considers New Age. In fact, a recent Pew study found that the rate of belief in 
New Age ideas is especially high among the communities that many convention attendees came 
from: historically black Christian denominations. 
The study’s finding that New Age and Christian traditions often coexist in the same person was 
on full view at the convention. While some witches told me they were finished with Christianity, 
others said they still attend church, and argued that Christianity and African witchcraft are 
complementary, not mutually exclusive. AS OMITOLA PUT IT, “THE BIBLE AIN’T NOTHING BUT A BIG 
OLD SPELL BOOK.” There’s a sense that they now have an easier time embracing their ancestors’ 
traditions because white millennials have rebranded witchcraft as “cool.” 
There is, however, a concern that white witches are appropriating African rituals they may not 
properly understand. “White women these days are making witches’ covens as something 
‘fun’—it’s just fun for them,” Yansa said. “But in our tradition, witches have to be totally initiat-
ed to be considered a witch.”  

 THE WITCHES IN YOUR HOMES;  
YOUR CHILDREN GETTING INVOLVED ONLINE 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com

http://www.bu.edu/religion/margarita-guillory/
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PEARL RIVER, La. (WGNO) -- A former priest at a Louisiana church faces an obscenity charge 
along with two women for alleged activities at the church. 
According to court records, Rev. Travis Clark and two women, Mindy Dixon and Melissa Cheng, 
each face an obscenity charge. The Archdiocese of New Orleans says Clark was removed from 
active ministry on Oct. 1, the day after the arrests. 

NOLA.com reports a witness passing Saints Peter and Paul Roman Catholic Church in Pearl 
River on Sept. 30 saw the parish's pastor half-naked having sex with two women on the altar, 
according to court documents. 
Police allege that the person “observed and had video of Ms. Cheng and Ms. Dixon” using plas-
tic sex toys while engaging in intercourse on the altar with Clark, who was still partially wearing 
his priestly attire. 
The women were dressed in corsets and high-heeled boots. There were sex toys and stage light-
ing. And a mobile phone as well as a separate camera were mounted on tripods, recording it 
all, NOLA.com reports. The eyewitness took a video and called the Pearl River police. 
NOLA.com reports public records show that Mindy Dixon, 41, is an adult film actor who also 
works for hire as a dominatrix. On a social media account associated with Dixon, a Sept. 29 
post says she was on her way to the New Orleans area to meet another dominatrix "and defile a 
house of God." Dixon and Melissa Cheng, 23, were 
 booked on the same count as Clark, 37. 
 

Rebellion in any way to the word of God is witchcraft. Whether LGBT priests, or the repelling 
act above . Rebellion is different from ordinary sin. It is willfully and knowingly turning the 
cross up-side down. Doing the opposite of what God instructs in the word.  Satan led rebellion 
in heaven and captured the  hearts of billions of angels; one third of heaven’s host. Today the 
master of rebellion is making strident advances in his craft on earth...witchcraft. 

 
IN THE NEXT ISSUE WE WILL PLACE THE FALL OF JOHN GRAY AND ANOTHER PROMINENT TBN MINISTER IN 

THE CONTEXT OF WITCHCRAFT AND SHOW YOU HOW THE DEVIL IS AT WORK IN THE LOCAL CHURCHES 
SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY WORKING THE WEAKNESSES OF YOUR PASTOR.  

 

 WITCHCRAFT RITUAL  

PRIEST DEFILES ALTAR WITH ORGY RITUAL 
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IMPRESSING THE URGENCY OF THE 

TIMES 
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Wars, rumors 

Earthquakes 

Pestilence/ viruses 

Famine : The world 
is facing widespread 
famine “of biblical 
proportions” because 
of the coronavirus 
pandemic, the chief of 
the UN’s food relief 
agency has warned, 
with a short time to 
act before hundreds 
of millions starve. 

Satan having great wrath for he 
knows his time is short 

False prophets 
showing great signs to 
deceive. Confesses to having 
been a false prophet for years, 
worshipping a god given by a 
witch doctor. Shared platform 
with great ministers. Now 
claims to be converted but is 
on a mission to destroy every 
church and minister he has 
been associated with. 

HIGHLIGHTING THE FULFILLMENT WE SEE BUT DO NOT PERCEIVE 
IN THIS ISSUE OF THE GKM WE FEATURE  WARS AND RUMORS OF WAR 

Nations against nations 
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Witchcraft's Subtle Seduction 
Before believers can address witchcraft in the world, though, 
they must address it in the church. After all, many people en-
gage in witchcraft practices without even realizing it, says former 
witch Heath Adamson. 
Adamson—Christian author, chief of staff of Convoy of Hope and 
leader of feedONE—says he got involved with witchcraft as a 
young boy because he didn't realize the sinister nature of certain 
activities. 
"I began to experiment [with the spiritual world], and what start-
ed out as fun and entertainment quickly became a stronghold 
and a bondage," he says. "I became steeped in the occult and 
even Satanism and witchcraft and some other things at a very 
young age. Unfortunately, it held me bound for about 17 years." 

But God spoke to one of Adamson's middle-school friends and told her to pray. Eventually, 
through this young girl's prayers, Adamson got saved and delivered, and the two are now hap-
pily married. 
But Adamson says he's not the only one to play with dangerous spirituality. 
"It starts out with what seems to be the folklore of childhood," he says. "I meet a lot of people 
who dabble in reading some books like the Book of the Dead, The Necronomicon, things like 
that. People mess around with the board games like the Ouija board, Tarot cards, but the reali-
ty is, although some of those things seem innocent, and some of those things seem like just the 
things kids do, the reality is Scripture does tell us to have nothing to do with things like astrol-
ogy and mediums and spirit guides. Why is that? Because behind some of these things that ap-
pear to be innocent or childish or entertaining are often spiritual realities." 
Former New Age guru Steven Bancarz is another example of unintentionally falling into the 
dark arts. Bancarz grew up in a Pentecostal Christian home where church was a high priority. 
His parents home-schooled him with Christian curriculum and raised him to know the gospel. 
But that didn't make him immune to the enemy's wiles. Interestingly, it wasn't spells or Ouija 
boards that seduced Bancarz. It was the idea of aliens. 
"If there are theoretically millions of planets that are populated with 
intelligent life just like ours, I couldn't reconcile these questions with 
the Christian worldview," he says. "That really led me down a rabbit 
trail into the occult where a lot of people who are teaching this idea 
about aliens are New Age teachers. It's kind of a package deal." 
Bancarz pursued ufology (the study of aliens and UFOs) to the point 
of becoming an expert. He began teaching online followers how to 
"wake up to a higher state of consciousness" and launched a website 
that got hundreds of thousands of clicks every day. That translated into tens of thousands of 
dollars in ad revenue each month. 
Bancarz thought he had all he wanted, but his dream life soon turned into a nightmare. During 
times of lucid dreaming and astral projection, demons would sometimes attack him. 
"I thought I was on good terms with the Lord," he says. "Meanwhile, I was completely fighting 
for the wrong side of the kingdom. ... My sin started catching up with me and started finding 
me out. I was totally depraved." 
But one day in his luxurious home, Bancarz encountered Jesus. He was overwhelmed by the 
truth that Jesus is Lord of all, and he gave his life to Christ. 
"My heart's cry for the church and for the body of Christ is for us to take our relationship with 
God more seriously than any other relationship in our lives," he says. "That should be the most 
important thing to us. From the moment we wake up to the moment we go to sleep, and that 
really is our only chance to be protected against deception, especially in these end days when 
it's only getting more intense." 

WITCHCRAFT’S SUBTLE SEDUCTION 
CONTINUATION OF THE CHARISMA MAGAZINE STUDY 
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But witchcraft doesn't just seduce unwitting believers. 
Author, speaker and former pastor Andy Sanders says 
the enemy often sends witches to attack local bodies of 
believers. In his 26 years of preaching and teaching, he 
has encountered many witches attempting to infiltrate 
his congregations. 
One was a man posing as a minister who entered Sand-
ers' church with an air of importance. 
"He demanded specifically that he would preach that 
Sunday night because God told him he was supposed to 
preach to my church," he says. "Here's the thing: I was 
scheduled to preach that day, and I was the senior pas-
tor. That's a key sign right there, when someone comes 

walking through the door with an entourage demanding that they're going to preach in your 
church. That's already witchcraft." 
After all, witchcraft is as the sin of rebellion, according to 1 Samuel 15:23. In order to deal with 
that rebellion, Sanders had to be strong in his response to the impromptu visitor. 
"I said, 'Absolutely not; you're not going to speak,'" he says. "He not only disrupted my service, 
but he also went around behind my back to as many parishioners as possible ... and said all of 
these things about me that were never true. Later, I found out he wasn't even a minister at all. 
He was actually involved in witchcraft." 
Sanders recalls a second instance, this time involving a staff member who had been in the 
church even longer than Sanders had. Certain people in the church put this person on staff 
against the previous pastor's will. 
"This specific individual had the reign to do whatever they wanted, how they wanted and why 
they wanted," Sanders says. "And over the years, they continued to grow more and more rebel-
lious." 
The problems continued to grow worse, but Sanders couldn't do anything about it—until the 
staff member started manifesting a demon in the middle of a one-on-one meeting. 
"This person manifested a demon right in my office," he says. "I went to put my hands on this 
person and cast the demon out, but the Holy Spirit said, 'Do not touch this person because 
they're trying to trap you right now. They're going to say you physically abused them.'" 
Sanders says it took a lot of prayer and fasting, but eventually the person went through deliver-
ance and moved on from that church. 
Through his experiences, Sanders learned that witches can infiltrate churches quickly from the 
outside or gradually from the inside. But both methods involve two telltale signs: an aggressive 
rise in the ranks of church leadership and a propensity for breeding disruption. 
"You'll always discover that when a witch comes in, he or she is automatically going to disrupt," 
Sanders says. "Recently, there was a pastor who, every time they got behind a podium for sever-
al weeks, they were tongue-tied and actually couldn't preach. So they went and began seeking it 
out. The Lord revealed to them that there was a witch who had come into the church." 
The disruption doesn't have to be boisterous. Sanders says subtle disruptions like gossip, con-
tinually contradicting leaders or a simple disturbance in the spiritual environment can still do 
damage. 
But he makes it clear that the battle is not against the witch as a person. Instead, as Ephesians 
6:12b makes clear, our struggle is against "principalities, against powers, against the rulers of 
the darkness of this world, and against spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places." 
Because of this, Christians must also be careful not to prematurely assume people are witches 
simply because they struggle with rebellion or anger. If a believer suspects someone in the 
church may be a witch, they should pray before even bringing their thoughts to leadership. 
"You don't want to report on somebody who is innocent," he says. "Sometimes it is ... the emo-
tion of that person, or maybe that person rubs us the wrong way. If they really know something 
is going on, especially if they're involved with children and youth, then pray first. Then second-
ly, they need to make a personal appointment with the pastor or leadership team, because the 
last thing they should do is go behind that individual's back and trash talk them. Satan loves to 
get gossip going in the church." 

WITCHCRAFT  IN CHURCH 
CONTINUATION OF THE CHARISMA MAGAZINE STUDY 
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John Burton, a revivalist and preacher, has had quite a 
few run-ins with witchcraft as well. When God led him to 
plant a church in a city he didn't realize was well-known 
for its history of witchcraft, Burton had to learn spiritual 
warfare in a whole new way. 
Victory over spirits of witchcraft, he says, starts with un-
derstanding how powerful the enemy is—and how much 
more powerful God is. 
"A lot of Christians go about it the wrong way," he says. 
"The reality is the Bible never says [Satan] is a toothless 
lion. It says he has teeth. He's seeking to devour. I've nev-
er seen a lion devour its prey by gumming it to death. 
They have teeth. ... We must understand that [Satan] is a 

vile, murderous enemy, seeking whom he may devour. ... When we have that established, then 
we have a better understanding of just how much more powerful God is. God is so much more 
majestic." 
Christians also must understand their authority—and Burton says it's not the same for every 
believer. 
"We don't all have the same authority in every realm or every sphere or every place," he says. "I 
can't just go into another pastor's church and presume that I have authority there too." 
He gives the example of having authority in Manitou Springs, Colorado, because God led him to 
plant a church there. But if he drove to a city just a few hours away, he says he wouldn't have 
authority over the principality there. 
"[In that situation], God hasn't revealed anything to me, and He hasn't given me that assign-
ment," he says. "If I discern someone is demonized, I can't just go up to that person and set 
them free ... because that pastor has authority, and I need to be respectful of it. That's why 
when I travel and speak and minister, it's really important that I understand what authority 
has been delegated to me by the leadership in the church." 
Burton also says timing is an issue. Sometimes Christians move too fast to deal with demonic 
forces. As a result, the enemy blindsides them with an attack that could have been avoided with 
more research. “You do not want to get blindsided by the enemy because you presumptuously 
moved when you should have waited." 

Reaching Out in Love 
Although the aforementioned tactics can help Christians protect themselves and their church-
es, trying to win witches to Christ takes the battle to an even higher level. 
Burton recalls one witch who came to him asking for help. He and his wife, Amy, went to the 
witch's home to pray with her and walk her through deliverance. But for some reason, Burton 
couldn't pray. His mind and spirit were restless. 
He walked through the witch's house to pray. As soon as he set foot in her bedroom, he couldn't 
breathe. 
"The only way I can describe it is like I stepped into a swimming pool sideways," he says. "I 
walked into this wall of water, and I just really couldn't breathe." 
Burton asked the woman what witchcraft-related items she was keeping in that room. They 
threw away occult T-shirts, a poster, books and a small altar on the nightstand. 
"Then the Lord spoke to me," Burton says. "Now everything's opened up, and I can pray. He 
says, 'John, there's something going on, and the enemy is forcing her to record what happens 
in this room by journaling.'" 
Burton asked the witch if this was true, and she began to cry. She told John and Amy that this 
was the real reason she asked them to come. Demons terrorized her every night and forced her 
to record her living nightmares in dozens of journals. 
The Burtons threw away the journals and prayed over the woman, but sadly, her newfound de-
liverance did not last. 
"She did OK for just a little while, but then she ended up disappearing," Burton says. "And we 
couldn't find her. ... She actually had all sorts of medical issues and lost her child and com-
pletely turned back. She blamed Amy and me for taking away her power." 
Burton uses this experience as a cautionary tale for pastors—not all witches want to be free.  

WITCHCRAFT  IN CHURCH 
CONTINUATION OF THE CHARISMA MAGAZINE STUDY 
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THE ANTICHRIST AMONG BELIEVERS 

ONE OF THE WAYS THE DEVIL WILL ATTACK THE CHURCH IN 

THESE LAST DAYS IS TO INFILTRATE THE CHURCHES WITH DE-

MONIC AGENTS. HE WILL DO THIS WITH GREAT EFFECT AND 
COVERING TO PREVENT THEM FROM BEING DETECTED. 

IN THE BOOK OF 1 JOHN 2:18 &19, JOHN SPOKE ABOUT 
THE LAST HOUR; THE END TIMES, AND HE SAYS THE ANTI-

CHRIST IS EVIDENCE OF THESE DAYS. HE MENTIONED THAT 
THEY WENT OUT FROM AMONG US (THE BELIEVERS) AND IF 
THEY HAD BEEN OF US THEY WOULD HAVE CONTINUED WITH 

US. 
IN OTHER WORDS, EVEN AMONG THE FIERY APOSTLES AND 
THE VERY PROPHETIC JOHN, THERE WERE IMPOSTERS, OPPOSERS OF THE GOSPEL, SATANISTS, 

WHO WERE UNDETECTED UNTIL THEY SEPARATED THEMSELVES AND BEGAN ATTACKING THEIR 
WORK. WHAT WERE THEY DOING AMONG BELIEVERS? GAINING CREDIBILITY AND EVIDENCE TO AT-

TACK THE CHURCH WITH ITS OWN STRENGTH. 
 

 
THE CULTURE OF REBELLION—AN END TIMES STRATEGY 
The character of the devil is to be The Accuser of the Brethren. When he starts a rebel-
lion he gets well-thinking persons to follow and even manipulates them to become ac-
cusers themselves.  
WITH JESUS: The same persons who cried, ‘Hosanna’, are the same who said ‘Away 
with Him.’ 
WITH MOSES: Dathan and Abriam led a rebellion that captured the hearts of all Israel. 
WITH DAVID: Absalom stole the hearts of the people against righteous David who loved 
him dearly. He brought them out in numbers to attack his father, until God held him in 
the air by his hair. 

And it all started in heaven; Satan him-
self led a rebellion that stole the loyalty 
of a third of the angels from his Father 
God. They are still attacking His work 

today. 
This is a warning for and to churches 
and ministers; these are the last days. 
What is happening in the prophetic 
churches is your prophecy. The devil will 
begin his great strategy of placing anti-
christs in your churches in greatest ear-
nest. Jay Israel is your ominous sign. He 
will cause people close to your hearts, 
with access and position, to tear your 
work apart from within. They were never 
of you but you will only know them 

when they step away from you and begin their attacks. BE WARNED!!! 
 
IT APPEARS FROM THE RECKLESSNESS OF JAY ISRAEL, HE IS A TYPICAL EX-
AMPLE OF END TIME DIRECT DEMONIC PERSECUTION OF CHURCH LEADERS. 

PERSECUTION:  

 FROM WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE CHURCH 
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          RESPONSE  

TO 
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WITCHCRAFT IN  THE 

CHURCH 

I CALL DOWN THE FIRE OF THE LIVING 
GOD ON EVERY STUBBORN REBELLIOUS 

SPIRIT OPERATING IN THE BODY OF 
CHRIST. LET EVERY SPIRIT CHALLENG-

ING THE WORD AND THE AUTHORITY OF 
THE LIVING BE PUT TO OPEN SHAME. 

WE DRAW THE CIRCLE OF THE BLOOD 
OF JESUS AROUND THE MIND AND 

HEART OF EVERY BELIEVER, FANNING 
AWAY EVERY DECEPTIVE LIE OF THE 

ENEMY AND KEEPING THEM FAITHFUL 
TO THE PURITY OF THE FAITH AND THE 
LOVE OF JESUS. I RELEASE MICHAEL 

AND THE FIERY ANGELS TO ARISE IN 
DEFENCE OF THE SANCTUARY OF THE 

LORD. LET THE SPIRIT OF WITCH-

CRAFT IN WITCHES FALL UPON ITS OWN 

SWORD AND DIE; LET THE PRECIOUS 

LIVES BE DELIVERED. AMEN. 

Father, forgive us for fostering the 

spirit of rebellion in our churches, in 
our homes and in our nation. Let eve-

ry rebellious spirit in my life and my 
home be driven out by the blood of 
Jesus. I walk tenderly before You  

mighty God; I live to please You. May 
this testimony never leave the genera-
tions of my family until Jesus re-

turns. We refuse to bow to the spirit 
of witchcraft. Let every assignment of 

the devil against my household be 
met with angelic fire, in the name of 

Jesus. Amen. 
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MAKE your bed with devils, 

And join with them in love; 
Your end has been appointed; 

The dogs will lick your blood. 
Your own people will turn against you, 
And pricks will fill your path; 

Make your bed with devils, 
But there comes the day of wrath. 

2 KINGS 9 
1Elisha the prophet said to one of the sons 

of the prophets, 
“Prepare yourself; take this flask of oil and 
go; 

I am sending you to Ramoth-gilead. 
2“When you arrive there seek for Jehu; 

he is the son of Jehoshaphat, Nimshi’s 
son. 
Take him from among his companions in-

to an inner room. 
3“Then pour this flask of oil on his head 
and say to him, 

‘This is what the Lord says, 
“I have anointed you Israel’s king.’” 

After this open the door and flee; do not 
delay.” 
4So the young man, who was of the proph-

ets, went down to Ramoth-gilead. 
5When he arrived, the captains of the army 
were sitting together, 

and he said, “I have a message for you, O 
captain.” 

Jehu said, “For which one of us?” And he 
said, “For you.” 
6And he rose up and went into the house. 

Then he poured the oil on his head, and 
said to him,  

“This is the word of the Lord God of Israel. 
‘I have anointed you king over Israel, over 
the people of the Lord. 
7‘You shall strike the house of Ahab your 
master, that the blood of My servants the 
prophets I may avenge, 

and the blood of all the Lord’s servants at 
the hand of Jezebel. 

It may seem long in coming but the pause 
does not mean the end. 
8‘For the whole house of Ahab shall perish; 

the land of Israel, both bond and free. 
9‘And I will make the house of Ahab like the 

house of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and the 
house of Baasha the son of Ahijah. 
10On the plot of land at Jezreel dogs shall eat 

Jezebel, and there shall be none to bury 
her.’” 
And the prophet opened the door and fled. 
11Then Jehu came out to his master’s serv-
ants, and one of them said, “My lord is all 

well? 
Why did this mad fellow come to you?” 
And he said, “Do you know the man and his 

manner of speech?”  
12And they said, “It is false, but tell us.” 

And he told it to them, saying, “He said, 
‘Thus says the Lord, “I have anointed you 
king over Israel.’”’” 
13Then each of them made haste and took off 
their clothing, 
and placed them under him on top of the 

steps; 
and they blew trumpets, and chanted, “Jehu 

is king!” 
14So Jehu conspired against Joram; 
Joram at that time was defending Ramoth-

gilead, he and all Israel, against Hazael the 
king of Syria. 
15But Joram the king had returned to Jezreel 

to be healed, 
for the Syrians had wounded him when he 

fought with Hazael. 
And Jehu said, “If this is what you desire,  
let no one escape from the city to tell it in 

Jezreel.” 
16And Jehu rode to Jezreel in a chariot, for 

Joram was resting there; 
and Ahaziah king of Judah had come down 
to see him. 
17From his vantage of the tower of Jezreel, a 
watchman looked and saw the band with Je-
hu as he came. 

There stood the city’s watchman. 
And he said, “I see a company of men com-

ing.” 
And Joram said, “Send a horseman to meet 
them, and let him say, ‘Is it in peace?’” 
18So the horseman went and asked Jehu, 

 
THE END PRODUCT OF WITCHCRAFT -  JEZEBEL -2 KINGS 9 
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“The king of Israel says, ‘Is it peace?’” 
Jehu said, “Why do you concern yourself 

about peace? Come and join me!” 
So the watchman reported,  
“The messenger went to them but he is not 

returning.” 
19So they sent a second horseman, who 
came and said, “The king says: ‘Is it 

peace?’” 
And Jehu replied, “Why do you concern 

yourself with peace? Come and join me.” 
20So the watchman told them, saying, 
“He went up to them and is not returning; 

and the driving is like the driving of Jehu 
the son of Nimshi, for he drives furiously, 

O king!” 
21Then Joram said, “Prepare my chariot.”  
So they prepared his chariot.  
22When Joram saw Jehu, he said, 
“Is it peace, Jehu?” And Jehu answered, 
“What peace, as long as the harlotry and 

witchcraft of your mother Jezebel are so 
many?” 
23Then Joram said to Ahaziah king of Ju-
dah 
as he turned and fled, 

“Treachery! There is treachery, O Ahaziah!” 
24And Jehu drew his bow with full strength 
and shot Joram between his arms; 

and the arrow went out at his heart, 
and he sank in his chariot. 
25And Jehu said to Bidkar his captain, 
“Take him up and throw him in the field of 
Naboth the Jezreelite, 

for remember that when we were riding 
together with Ahab his father, 

the Lord had laid this burden on him, say-
ing:  
26‘Surely I have seen the blood of Naboth 

and the blood of his sons,’ says the Lord, 
‘and I will require it in this plot.’ 
Now therefore, throw him on this plot of 

ground according to the word of the Lord!”  
27“When Ahaziah king of Judah saw this, 

he fled by the road of the garden house. 
So Jehu pursued him and, said, 
“Shoot him in his chariot also.” 

Unholy union will destroy you. 

They shot him at the ascent of Gur, which is 
by Ibleam. 

And he fled to Megiddo and there he died. 
28His servants carried him in his chariots to 
Jerusalem, and buried him in his tomb with 

his fathers in the City of David. 
29Ahaziah had become king of Judah in the 
eleventh year of Joram the son of Ahab. 
30When Jehu came to Jezreel, Jezebel heard 
it;   

and she painted her face, and adorned her 
head, and she looked through a window in 
contempt. 
31And as Jehu entered at the gate, she said, 
“Had Zimri peace who murdered his mas-

ter?” 
32Then Jehu looked up to the window and 
said, “Who is on my side?” 

Two or three eunuchs looked out at him. 
33And he said to them, “Throw the wicked 
woman down.” 

So they threw her from the window, 
and some of her blood spattered on the wall 

and on the horses. 
@The one who courted devils and controlled 
men,and whatever she wanted she took, 
Was passed by with the horses, and they  
trampled her underfoot. 
34And after Jehu had drunken and eaten, 

he said, “Go bury this cursed woman now, 
for indeed she is a king’s daughter.” 
35So they went to bury her, but they found 
nothing more of Jezebel  
than her skull, her feet, and the palms of her 

hand. 
36When they came back and told Jehu, he 

said, 
“This is the word the Lord had spoken by Eli-
jah, saying, 

‘On that plot of land at Jezreel dogs shall eat 
Jezebel’s flesh; 
and her carcass shall be as refuse on the face 

of the field, in that place, so that they shall 
not identify Jezebel.’” 
@Make your bed with devils, 
and join with them in love; 
your end has been appointed, 
and dogs shall lick your blood. 
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CWDS Bible Quotes 
The word of the Lord will find you wherev-

er you are for your designated appoint-
ment and assignment. 

The anointing has an assignment with 
your name written on it; the word will 
activate that assignment. 

Wickedness has its expiry date; don’t be 
fooled by the normalcy of the world, re-
spond to the efficacy of the word. 

If you make your bed with the wicked in 
life, you will be bedded and buried with 
them in judgment.  

Pursue and execute the will of the Lord 
with the zeal of the Lord every day you 
breathe the breath of the Lord.  

Idolatry, witchcraft, wickedness or blood-
shed cannot bring you peace but will 
shred you to pieces. 

The land is a potent witness that has the 
ear of heaven; it records everything you 
have done in it, on it, against it, or for it. 

Live for righteousness or live for death for 
the wages of sin is death. 

If you embrace the Jezebel spirit the sup-
port you manipulate will cast you out 
the window to be trodden under foot  

and to be eaten by the dogs. 
When you refuse God and cast His word to 

the dogs you will be the refuse the dogs 
will have for supper. 

The word that witnessed against Jezebel has 
a witness and a writing of judgment 
against every sinful activity; it will come 
and not pass. 

PRAYER POINTS 

Father God, release a word from heaven to-

day that will move my life forward and 
open doors to my destiny, in the name of 
Jesus. 

Anointing to unlock destinies and bring rele-
vance to lives, fall upon believers now, in 

the name of Jesus. 
Let the spirit of delusion that causes the 

wicked to embrace false hope and expec-

tations, be driven away by the light of the 
word, in the name of Jesus. 

Let the zeal for the Lord and the things of the 

kingdom of the Lord, enter into the hearts 
of believers today, in the name of Jesus. 

Mighty God, let every spirit of Jezebel operat-
ing among believers, be driven out, trampled 
underfoot and cast to the dogs, in the name 

of Jesus.  
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When you refuse God and cast His word to the 
dogs you will be the refuse the dogs will have 
for supper. 

Wickedness has its expiry date; don’t be fooled 
by the normalcy of the world, respond to the 
efficacy of the word. 

If you make your bed with the wicked in life, you 
will be bedded and buried with them in judg-
ment.  

Idolatry, witchcraft, wickedness or bloodshed 
cannot bring you peace but will shred you to 
pieces. 

The land is a potent witness that has the ear of 
heaven; it records everything you have done 
in it, on it, against it, or for it. 

Live for righteousness or live for death for the 
wages of sin is death. 

Let the spirit of 

delusion that 

causes the 

wicked to em-

brace false 

hope and ex-

pectations, be 

driven away by 

the light of the 

word, in the 

name of Jesus. 
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DID PRESIDENT GEORGE WASHINGTON  

PROPHESY ABOUT TRUMP AND THE RIOTS? 
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JEN JENSON 

I have seen very clearly. I saw the first presidential 
election. I was one of the few voices out there who 

said President Trump will be elected. Stand back; 
watch what will happen in this election, God is go-
ing to turn the tide. 

When the angel visited George Washington in his 
tent, he saw three perils: 
the revolutionary war, the civil war and dark clouds 

coming from all the nations around the world. 
George Washington saw back in 1777. He described 

it as a black cloud with red eye or red flashing in 
eyes. It was not a physical cloud but a demonic presence; a demonic army.  Washing-
ton saw buildings burning. Saw people fighting and millions of people crying out. Presi-

dent George Washington said he watched it like a television screen. And right when it 
seemed that all hope will be lost the angel that was with him in the dream took a 

TRUMP and he put it to his mouth and he blew a long fearful blast. The light of a thou-
sand suns invaded America and pushed 
back the dark clouds and life came back into 

America and hope was restored. The angel 
took the crown named union that was on his 
head and placed it on the people. They 

bowed down, and he said, “One more thing, 
as long  as there are stars in the heaven  and 

the dew comes down on the earth, the union 
will last on the earth.” 
I believe without a shadow of a doubt that 

President Trump will have a second term. 
It will not  come without a fight but there is the God element; if my people Pray. 
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MAJOR EMBARASSMENT FOR RESPECTED 

PROPHETS IF DONALD TRUMP LOSES 
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Some very significant prophets have prophesied that Donald Trump will win this election 
irrespective of what the polls are saying. Here we show the faces, give name and a synopsis 

of the prophecies in this magazine. 
 
FRANCIS MYLES ON SID ROTH. 

God showed me the eunuchs who will make 
the difference in this election. The eunuchs are 

white liberals. There are a number of white lib-
erals who are terrified of Antifa, who are terri-
fied of how Black Lives Matter is going and are 

terrified of what the left has become. 
They are terrified that they helped build this 

Frankenstein monster that is threatening to 
swallow the rest of America. 
An overwhelming number of white liberals who 

talk like they hate the president publicly but 
are going to vote massively for the President in November.  
God told me, “I am going to anoint the eunuchs to throw off the spirit of Jezebel and 

they will vote massively for the President this coming November. I heard the Lord in an 
almost audible voice, “Let my people go.” The Lord said, “The second of November sur-

prise is the overwhelming number of African Americans who are going to vote for Presi-
dent Trump. 
I am speaking to the altars of Molech and Baal that the democratic party is plugged in-

to that is controlling the consciousness of black America, that is causing them to vote 
for a party that has aborted more black children than any other party in history, or 

even slavery.” 
FROM SID ROTH’S SID ROTH TOP 10 PROPHECIES ABOUT TRUMP 

JOHNATHAN CHAN 

If Trump had not been elected the avalanche would have al-
ready come of abortion and immorality. It is still happening 
under a conservative government but not to the level of what 

would have happened apart from Trump. 
The election is about two guys: one guy is pleasant but is all 

for the killing of children, the other is rough around the edg-
es, offends in speech but de-
fends your children. 

SID ROTH READ FROM ANOTHER PROPHET: They are using 
the terms pro-choice; legalize murder of the unborn,  

marriages are being redefined; children’s minds re-
shaped to think it is ok; everything God calls good is be-
ing called evil and everything He calls good is being called evil by the democratic party. 

KYNAN BRIDGES 
GOD TOLD ME: I have made Trump to be a protec-

tor of ancient landmarks. Honor him and I will 
honor you . 
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SID ROTH’S TOP TEN PROPHECIES ABOUT TRUMP 

WINNING THE ELECTIONS 
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By voting Trump you stop a flood of evil in our nation. 
He quoted an old question asked long ago: What are you doing to stop Hitler? 
And transferred the question to the church: what are you doing to stop the so-
cialist destruction of the USA? 

According to Mario, Kamala Harris is the most socialist member in the legisla-
ture; she will vote against Jews. She will do whatever is necessary for power. 
Joe Biden is mentally diminishing. He has memory loss. He is just a puppet; a 
Trojan horse. 

TRACY COOKE: I saw a vision of America as a 

wounded eagle. The right wing was up and keeping 
America up. The left, representing the Democrats 

was wounded. It was down and keeping America 
down. They tried everything to stop this President 
and America but the eagle took to the heavens and 

none of the attacks stopped him. 
The Lord spoke to me before Trump got into office 
and told me Trump would be elected as President. 

He showed me that there would be assassination 
attempts on Trump.  

According to Cooke, God showed him two places 
this would happen and gave him the names and 
the addresses. 

The first attempt is the block, which just happened. 

The second, the mark. He saw a heavenly vision, with John F Kennedy and Elijah. 
He saw from before the first election, the impeachment which would not work, the riots 

which will not work and the virus too. 
Cooke fasted and prayed in sackcloth for many days until he got release regarding the 
situation. The Lord showed him he would shift it . 

MARIO MURILLO:  

People do not understand what they 
are fighting against with the Demo-

cratic Party. They took the flag out 
of the convention. They took God 
out of the pledge. 

They made it clear that they are an-
ti-Christian and for perversion and 
late term abortion which is the most 

barbaric form of human sacrifice in 
the modern era. 

Trump is a rough cure, but we lost 
the rights for a soft cure because we 
lost our morality. He is a wrecking 

ball in God’s hands. 
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WINNING THE ELECTIOS 
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JON HAMILL 

TRUMP WILL BE A TWO TERM PRESIDENT BASED ON OUR PRAYERS. PRAYER WILL 
TIP THE SCALE.  

KEVIN ZADAI:  

The fire from the altar is being introduced 
in this era. God had a plan for President 

Trump to be in office. Indictments are 
coming in this new Trump era. The attor-
ney General Barr will be an initiator of 

certain acts of righteousness; he already 
has indictments. 
He heard a request of the 24 elders in 

heaven that we give a voice to the chil-
dren. 

Sid Roth: Most people do not know how 
horrific child sex trafficking is. The devil is 
having a free hand with the destruction of 

the children 
Zadai: Roe vs Wade will be overturned in 

this new era. Abortion will be overturned. 

JONNY ENLOW: THE WORLD WILL BE KNOWN AS BE-

FORE TRUMP AND AFTER TRUMP. PRESIDENT TRUMP 

IS GOING TO WIN. THE LORD HAS SHOWN ME THREE 
SENARIOS IN WHICH THIS WILL HAPPEN. HE WILL 

WIN BY 51% IF PEOPLE TURN UP TO VOTE ONLY.  

57% IF THEY VOTE AND PRAY AND 71% IF THEY PUT LOVE IN ACTION. 
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JEREMIAH JOHNSON 

Had a dream at end of 2019.  
Walked into office at the White House. Trump was staring into 

mirror and Abraham Lincoln looked back at him. 
Jeremiah told Trump he was there to reveal the principalities 
that must be torn down. He opened a curtain and there were 

three large principalities about 40 feet each standing on the 
lawn. 
They were: Racism; Radical Feminism and Molech: the shed-

ding of innocent blood of children. All three principalities are connected.  
History of planned parenthood. It was formed by  a wom-

an named Sanger because she did not want the African 
American community to  be large.  She founded what 
she called the negro project. 

God raised up Lincoln at a unique time in history for an 
emancipation proclamation concerning the slaves; He is 

raising Donald Trump to issue an emancipation procla-
mation for the millions of babies who have been aborted. 

JON HAMILL 

Saw president Trump under water. Saw by 
the Spirit, they tried to leverage him but it 

did not work so they tried to throw him over 
board. 
The angel said this is the resurrection of 

Donald John Trump. Not of the president but 
of Donald Trump.  He is about to receive a 
major visitation and personal restoration. 

They will try to assassinate him. First they 
will go after his character and also literally.  

Trump will be a two term president based on 
our prayers. Prayer will tip the scale. 

KERRY KIRKWOOD 

The Lord told me not to be disturbed 
by poll numbers and all the things 

you are hearing. I am in charge and I 
will cause them to fill up these bowls 
of iniquity, but when I raise up my 

servant Trump with a  high hand it 
will show the lying spirit for what they 
are and people’s eyes will be open and 

truth will come in. 
The release of the spirit of truth is 

coming on our land that will destroy 
the lying spirits filtering through the 
media. God is going to raise up Trump 

with a  high hand. 
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THE ISSUES OF US ELEC-

TIONS 

KING OF KINGS; LORD WHO SETS UP 
AND PUTS DOWN ALL AUTHORITY ON 

EARTH; LET YOUR WILL BE DONE IN 
THE US ELECTIONS AS IT IS IN HEAV-

EN. TURN THE HEARTS OF THE PEOPLE 
OF THIS NATION TO YOUR HEART FOR 

THIS NATION. I DECREE BY THE POW-

ER IN THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST, 

THAT IMMORALITY WILL NOT REIGN IN 

THIS NATION; WE STUBBORNLY RE-

FUSE TO SURRENDER OUR CHILDREN 

TO BE SACRIFICED IN SATANIC RITU-

ALISTIC ABORTIONS; WE CLOSE THE 

DOOR ON WITCHCRAFT AND RACISM. 

ASSIGN YOUR ANGELS LORD TO AN-

SWER OUR CRIES AND TURN THE 

HEARTS OF VOTERS IN THIS ELECTION 

AS YOU TURN RIVERS; IN THE NAME 

OF JESUS. AMEN. 

My Father, my God, many people are 

stuck between not wanting Trump 
and an appreciation of the issues. By 

the power in the blood of Jesus; heal 
my heart to recognize what you are 
doing and to lean into You. I refuse to 

let immorality run amuck in my 
house or in my nation or my world. I 
refuse to permit the diabolical plans 

of the enemy to brutally murder our 
babies in my house or in my world. I 

refuse to permit the institutionaliza-
tion of witchcraft. I place the US elec-
tions into Your hand and I say act on 

behalf of our world, my children and 
our generations, in the name of Je-

sus. 
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PASTOR JOEL OSTEEN GIVES AWAY TONS OF SUPPLIES 

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PANDEIC 
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INSPIRATION 

WHEN YOU  ARE DOWN THE BEST WAY UP IS TO 

HELP SOMEONE UP; THEY WILL PULL YOU UP OR 

THE WIND YOU CREATE WILL CAUSE YOU TO SOAR 

WHEN YOU ARE IN A  PANDEMIC OR ANY OTHER 

PROBLEMIC SITUATION, RECOGNIZE THAT YOU ARE 

IN GOD FIRST, THEN LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO 

BLESS OTHERS FROM THE SURETY OF YOUR POSI-

TION. 

THE PROBLEMS YOU  SEE WILL NEVER SEIZE YOU IF YOU  RESPOND TO GOD AND NOT  THE PROBLEM! 

POSITION YOURSELF TO BE A BRIDGE AND WATERS WILL FLOW THROUGH YOU; POSITION YOURSELF 
TO BE A  BLESSING AND EXPERIENCE OVERFLOWS 
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LAKEWOOD’S GENEROSITY 

HOLY AND RIGHTEOUS GOD, LET THE 

SPIRIT OF GENEROSITY FALL UPON 

BELIEVERS IN THESE TORRID TIMES. 

HELP US TO COMMAND HEAVEN’S RE-

SOURCES AND GIVE OUR WAY 

THROUGH THIS PANDEMIC. I COM-

MAND THE SPIRIT OF DEPRESSION 

AND DEFEAT TO BE LIFTED FROM 

MINISTRIES NOW. LET IT BE RE-

PLACED  BY THE EXHILARATION OF 

GIVING FROM HEAVEN’S RESOURCES 

AND LIVING FROM HEAVEN’S CON-

STANT SUPPLY OF GRACE. AS THE 

CHURCHES GET ENGAGED WITH YOUR 

HEARBEAT LORD, LET THEM BE LIFT-

ED TO NEW HEIGHTS, IN THE NAME 

OF JESUS. 

I declare by the power in the  

Blood of Jesus that I am my Father’s 
child. I am born to give. My heart is 

filled with so much love it compels me 
to look beyond myself to the needs of 

others. I shall not lack. I am fed by 
heaven’s supply. I am assured of 
manna ever morning until I step into 

the land of abundance. My cup runs 
over. Surely goodness and mercy fol-

lows me all the days of my life. I will 
put the kingdom first; I will dwell in 

the house of the Lord forever. Amen.  
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THE KINGDOM MINDSET OF WORD—D 

Joshua heard the voice of God and 
registered every word and syllable. 
“The Book of the Law, the Word of 

God, must not depart from your 
mouth.” 

He did not say, ‘From your bedside ta-
ble, or from your heart.’ He said, ‘From 
your mouth.’ The formula is only ac-

tive if the word of God is spoken. It will 
require a workman-like attitude of 
dedication. It is just as Moses taught.  

God was not finished, “You shall medi-
tate in it day and night.” 

He did not say, ‘Read a verse. Spend 
five minutes, or an hour. Have a set 
time and when you are finished feel 

accomplished..’ 
The formula requires us to soak our-

selves in the word and make it the ba-
sis of our day. It should permeate our 
thought during our work day and oth-

er daily activity.  
Did not Moses say to speak the word 
when we lie down and rise us, when 

we are walking and talking? What is 
God saying differently? Nothing! 

“This will cause you to observe to 

perform everything in it. In doing this 
you are guaranteed prosperity in eve-

rything you do and you will have 
good success. Your success will not 
be ordinary.” 

 People will later talk about the 
walls of Jericho falling flat, but they 
will not talk about Joshua’s constant 

meditation in the word. They will not 
speak about his day in day out mut-

tering of the word. They will not 
speak about him lining up all his 
conversations and responses with the 

word. 
They will speak about the sun stand-

ing still and many other extraordi-
nary success (good-success) stories 
of Joshua, but they will not talk 

about his work attitude in the word. 
In fact, Joshua did all the work in the 
word, meditating in it, speaking it, 

making it the basis of his life and 
breath. When it came to the actual 

battles, the word did all the work for 
him. It is a formula that always 
works. Joshua understood by 

crunching the word and registering 
successes that all his battles are 
spiritual and the word is the key to 

victories. 
People will speak about Joshua fear-

lessly confronting spiritual being and 
asking him, “Are you for us or 
against us?” 

They will not speak about what Josh-
ua knew. He was filled with the word 

and anything that came against is 
already defeated. They had all reason 
to fear, not him. They may defeat the 

world but they cannot defeat the 
word. Meditating in the word in the 
manner God prescribed to build the 

kind of faith that some may call a su-
pernatural gift.  

THE KINGDOM MINDSET OF WORK 

AN EVERY BELIEVER, EVERYDAY KINGDOM MANUAL                                                
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What people often ignore is that faith 

comes by hearing the word. There is 
no greater inspiration for faith than 

hearing the word from your own 
mouth. 
Joshua knew his formula was fool-

proof. It came from the mouth of God 
itself. There is no greater authenticity 
of spiritual revelation. The Kingdom 

mind-set of work, applied to the word 
is the greatest asset of believers in the 

end times. 
Believers must have a positive word 
attitude and mentality to stay above 

the fray in these end times. Success 
and survival will be dependent on their 

approach to the word. Many take a 
causal approach and expect good suc-
cess. Other sweat the word and calmly 

approach life and what the devil 
brings. 
Success against temptation; persecu-

tions and every attack of the enemy is 
a word problem. Spiritual things must 

be resolved with spiritual tools. 
The darkness was fading as the 

sun made its way behind the clouds. 

Morning was approaching. John’s 
adrenaline was pumping with these 
revelations and he was not ready to go 

to sleep just yet. 
He turned his attention to David. 

What did David say in Psalms 
one? Everyone who meditates in the 
law, the word of God, day and night is 

blessed. In fact, he shall be like a tree 
planted by the rivers of water. His 

leaves will never wither and anything 
he does prospers. 
Isn’t this very similar to the language 

of God? Meditate in the word of God 
day and night; all the time. This will 
guarantee good success, rather, David 

broke it down even further.  

He says, whatever, anything; 

everything that person does will pros-
per; will be successful. Nothing that 

person does will ever fail.  
No wonder David was called a man 
after God’s own heart. He understood 

the heart of God; he sought and dis-
covered the heart of God and he 
worked it. 

 Goliath did not just fall on 
courage; he fell on the word. So did 

the lion and the bear before. 
 A lot is spoken of David’s victo-
ries but little is told of his time in the 

word. A true picture of David is of a 
man spending every available time in 

the word and in meditation. 
 Well John, it may not be true 
to say little is told of David’s word 

crunching habit. He told the story 
himself in all the Psalms he wrote. 
They all came out of his meditation 

and worship times. His devotional 
habit and lifestyle decorates the wor-

ship of so many today and through-
out time. In Psalms 119, David 
paused, just to eulogize the word, to 

celebrate the word, to appreciate the 
word, to commit himself to the word, 
to declare his confidence in the word 

and to commit himself to a good word 
habit. It is the longest Psalms and 

the longest chapter in the Bible. If 
the word is the most important piece 
to our spiritual puzzle, it follows that 

we must spend the longest time on it, 
with it and in it. David demonstrated 

this in Psalms 119. 
 Walking in success is walking in the 
word. If ever there is a time that we 

need the kind of success that allows 
no margin of error, it is now, the end 
times.  

THE KINGDOM MINDSET OF WORK 

AN EVERY BELIEVER, EVERYDAY KINGDOM MANUAL                                                
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As the season of darkness be-

comes fiercer and more intense we will 
be thrown into a word puzzle that only 

word-preparedness will extricate us 
from. 
We have to know the word in this time. 

It cannot just be on occasions but as a 
necessity of life. We work a profession 
to become successful. Years are spent 

in university to become a doctor or a 
lawyer. The word is our spiritual uni-

versity for every area of success, good 
success, success that extends 
throughout time and beyond. 

 In this  demonic age, witches 
and demons will fight believers from 

their high and elevated platforms on 
earth. Our main basis to fight back is 
the word. We have to fill ourselves 

with the word of God. Read the word, 
regurgitate the word, record the word 
and listen to it, meditate on it and 

memorize it. The CWDS Bible written 
by the author of this book is such a 

treasure, in these times. It presents a 
new and exciting way to read the word 
with notes, quotes and prayers. It is 

one of the many tools available to be-
lievers today to assist their word habit, 
but the onus is on them to make the 

word their world. Not just to fill them-
selves with sermons and commen-

taries but to fill themselves with the 
word. 
John quickly undressed, set his alarm 

for nine o’clock and sunk into the 
comfortable bed. He was very tired but 

he could only afford two hours sleep. 
He had so much to do today. He would 
have to find a balance and get some 

sleep later today. He would also eat 
well and exercise to ensure his health 
was not affected by his hectic work 

habit.  

Four hours’ sleep would normally be 

enough for him, but he would listen 
to his body and respond when it 

spoke. Today he had accomplished a 
lot and he was satisfied. He would 
never have surrendered these revela-

tions for sleep.  
He could not imagine how much val-
ue people have lost and by extension 

the world, by sleeping too much. He 
reflected on a rhyme he learnt in pri-

mary school: 
The heights of great men, reached and 
kept (sustained) 
Were not attained by sudden flight 
(overnight lotto-success) 
But they while their companions slept 
(played around, partied, entertained 
themselves) 
Were toiling upwards in the night.  
 John could feel his head sink 

into the soft pillow. It had the smell 
of a flower garden. “Nice fragrant fab-
ric softener,” he thought. 

That is all he remembered until the 
angry alarm clock woke him two  
hours later. 

NEXT WEEK: 

MORE FROM THIS BOOK 

THE KINGDOM MINDSET OF WORK 
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FAITHFULNESS IN THE 

LORD’S SERVICE 

MOST RIGHTEOUS FATHER, PLACE 
FAITHFULNESS IN THE HEARTS OF 
BELIEVERS. YOU HAVE GIVEN US 
YOUR WORD TO WORK FOR US 
EVEN IN THE MOST DEPRESSED 
TIMES; GIVE US THE SPIRIT TO 
WORK YOUR WORD SO THAT WE 
MAY MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS OF 
THIS GREAT GIFT. I DRIVE AWAY 
THE SPIRIT OF COMPLAINING AND 
EXCUSES FROM THE MOUTHS OF 
MINISTERS.  TEACH US SERVICE 

LORD. GIVE US ALL THE POWER OF 
EFFECTIVENESS  IN THE MIDST OF 
THE CORONAVIRUS, IN THE NAME 

OF JESUS. AMEN. 

By the power in the blood of Jesus, I 

speak faithfulness into my spirit and 
into the spirit of every member of my 

family.  We esteem Your word highly 
Lord. Give us the discipline to study 
and memorize Your word; to portray 

it, to display it and to let it dictate our 
lives and conversation, in the name of 
Jesus. Jesus, You are the living word; 

I will anchor my life upon Your truth 
and build my relationship with You in 

Your word. Amen. 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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CREATIVE EVANGELISM STRATEGIES  FOR YOU 
YOUR Creative Evangelism Strategies  

 

THIS PAGE IS YOURS. WE LEAVE IT BLANK SO YOU CAN WRITE YOUR 
OWN CREATIVE IDEAS TO REACH YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY. 

PLEASE SHARE IT WITH US. 
 
 

THE MANDATE IS  URGENT AND PRESSING; THE LORD IS COMING SOON! 
SHARE WITH US ANY CREATIVE IDEAS YOU HAVE THAT WILL HELP BELIEVERS FULFIL 

THEIR MANDATE TO OCCUPY FOR CHRIST. 

MAKE US THIS PROMISE. IF THIS MAGAZINE HAS 

BLESSED YOU. SHARE IT NOW! 

TOUCH THE HEARTS OF OTHERS 
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PERSONAL EVANGELISM TO FAMILY, FRIENDS AND  FAMILARITIES 
MORE THAN A CHOICE: AN OBLIGATION! 

Love commands us to evangelize. It is not ok, really not ok to say we love them and 
sit with them going to hell; dance with them going to hell; eat with them going to 
hell; do business with them going to hell; have family reunion with them going to 

hell; play with them going to hell and do nothing about them going to hell.  
In other words,  

‘TO HELL WITH THEM.’ 
Where is the love? Where is the urgency? Where is the concern to save them from 

the agonizing death just down the road in their path?  
This is the greatest demonic deception and personal hypocrisy. The heart naturally 
responds to people whose lives are in danger even to acts of selflessness.  Inaction 

to eternal danger is demonic at the very extreme.  May the Lord free you! 

Love commands us to evangelize. It is not ok, really not ok to say we love them and sit with 
them going to hell; dance with them going to hell; eat with them going to hell; do business 
with them going to hell; have family reunion with them going to hell; play with them going 

to hell and do nothing about it.  
We even lose concern about their spiritual state and think it normal. 

It is the greatest demonic deception and personal hypocrisy. The heart naturally responds to 
people whose lives are in danger; even to acts of selfless.  Inaction to eternal danger is de-

monic at the very extreme.   
May the Lord free you! 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 

PRAY FOR THEM EVERYDAY CALLING THEIR NAME. THIS IS SOUNDING THE ALARM ON 

THEIR BEHALF. 

PREPARE YOUR SPIRIT WITH THE WORD TO REPRESENT CHRIST IN EVERY SITUATION AND 

CONVERSATION. YOUR CONVERSATIONS MUST BE SEASONED WITH SALT—THE WORD; BE 

READY TO GIVE GODLY ADVISE AT ALL TIMES. 

PROPOSITION THEM: SPEAK TO THEM DIRECTLY ABOUT CHRIST AND YOUR CONCERN FOR 

THEIR SOULS. TELL THEM THE DANGER CONSTANTLY.  

PRACTICE LOVE: COMMUNICATE REGULARLY; SHOW GENUINE CONCERN FOR THEIR PHYS-

ICAL NEEDS; OFFER FRIENDSHIP; DEMONSTRATE CHRIST IN WORDS AND ACTION.  

THE BLOOD OF JESUS CRIES OUT FOR JUSTICE. A WATCHMAN MUST WARN OR BE RESPONSIBLE!  

END TIMES COMPLACENCY RESPONSE 2 
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THE REWARD: 

THOSE WHO LEAD MANY TO RIGHTEOUSNESS WILL SHINE LIKE THE STARS FOR 

EVER AND EVER. DANIEL 12 vs 3 

 

 

 

BE A SOCIAL MEDIA EVANGE-

LIST AND MAKE JESUS SMILE 

MESSAGE MUSIC INTERNATIONAL IS PROVIDING YOU WITH AN EASY, EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT AND CON-
VENIENT WAY TO FULFIL YOUR DIVINE MANDATE TO WALK IN LOVE FOR SINNERS. 

 
SMIPLY VISIT THE  WEBSITE WWW.GLOBALKGNMAGAZINE.COM; GO TO FREE MESSAGE MUSIC SONGS 

UNDER THE CATEGORY: EVANGELISM. 
YOU WILL FIND SONGS WITH POTENT EVANGELICAL MESSAGES THAT WILL CHALLENGE HEARTS. YOU 

ONLY NEED TO SHARE WITH YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES BY EMAIL OR ON WHATSAPP, FA-
CEBOOK, TWITTER OR ANY OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM YOU USE.  

YOU MAY ALSO CRAFT YOUR OWN MESSAGE. 

HE DIED ON THE CROSS 

TODAY IS THE DAY 

IF YOU HEAR HIS VOICE 

DO NOT HARDEN YOUR HEARTS 

HE’S KNOCKING RIGHT NOW 

DO NOT TURN HIM AWAY 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE LOST 

HE DIED ON THE  CROSS 

REFRAIN FROM SONG “HE DIED ON THE CROSS”                             
A DIRECT MESSAGE FROM REHABILITATING DRUG AD-

DICTS AT TEEN CHALLENGE JAMAICA 

OR YOU MAY CHOOSE TO INCREASE YOUR REACH BY AN INVESTMENT  
SIMPLY SPONSOR AN ADVERT  ON YOUR LOCAL RADIO STATION  

AND LET THE MUSIC PLAY WITH A ‘JESUS LOVES YOU’ MESSAGE. 
 

IF YOU CANNOT AFFORD THIS SACRIFICE  
SIMPLY SEND THE MUSIC TO YOUR LOCAL RADIO STATIONS;  REQUEST 

AND DEDICATE THEM. 

 

 

REAL HEROES SAVE ETERNITY 
NOT JUST TIME;  IF YOU SAVE 

PERSONS FROM A BURNING 

HOUSE BUT LEAVE THEM TO A 
BURNING HELL YOU ARE 

EARTH’S HERO BUT YOU HAVE 
FAILED TO BE A HERO FOR     

JESUS WHO BLED THE MOMENTS 
YOU MISSED. 

 

ONE OF THE SONGS AVAILABLE TO YOU AT 

WWW.GLOBALKGNMAGAZINE.COM 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 
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          RESPONSE 
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END TIMES  RESPONSE 

TO EVANGELISM 

LOVING FATHER, FILL THE HEARTS 
OF BELIEVERS WITH SO MUCH 

LOVE FOR UNBELIEVERS IT COM-

PELS THEM TO ACT. LET A SPIRIT 
OF AGITATION REST IN THEIR SPIR-

ITS FOR THEIR UNSAVED FAMILY 
MEMBERS AND CLOSE FRIENDS. 

LET THEM NOT BE ABLE TO SWAL-

LOW THEIR FOOD IN COMFORT 
KNOWING THEY ARE ON THE PATH 
OF HELL. SEND THEM TO THEIR 
KNEES UNTIL CHANGE OCCURS. 

GIVE THE CHURCH GREAT EFFEC-

TIVENESS IN REACHING THE LOST 
IN THESE TRYING TIMES, IN THE 

NAME OF JESUS. AMEN. 

Righteous God, make me a soul-

winner. Fill my heart with passionate 
love for unbelievers and give me effec-

tive strategies to reach them. 

I commit myself to praying passion-

ately and consistently for my unsaved 
friends and family members and to 
reaching out to them relentlessly un-

til their hearts turn to the knowledge 
of the only true and living God. Speak 

to their hearts through my voice and 

breathe change, in the name of Jesus.  

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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THE MARRIAGE  

COMMITMENT BIBLE 
Just as with the Word of God, a marriage is a cove-
nant filled with promises and great expectations that 
will never be achieved unless they are consciously and 
intentionally worked. In the ‘Christian-walk’ and the 
‘marriage-walk’ many of the commitments conflict with 
personality and require growth and maturity. The par-
adise of your home is dependent on you dying daily to 

self (as Paul would put it). In both the marriage and 
the Christian-walk, the same Holy Spirit is present 
to help you to grow and become fruitful. Christianity is 
in reality a marriage to Christ. God is Love and has 
commanded husbands to love their wives just as Christ 

loved the church and gave Himself for and to it. This 
summary helps you to break down the marriage vows to 

daily and lifestyle commitments. 

KINGDOM MARRIAGES 

ELABORATIVE STORIES SUMMARIZED AS COMMITMENTS ,  FURTHER SUMMARIZED INTO PLEDG-

ES AND PRAYERS AND COLLATED INTO THE MARRIAGE COMMITMENT BIBLE. 

We are living in the end times. The coming of the Lord is much closer than we think. With the 
coming of end-times plagues and persecution, it is very important that families get even closer 
together. You will need people you can trust and truly rely on when evil has free reign. Your 
standing will depend on who you lean on. The devil knows this and is ferociously against marriag-
es and will continue to intensify his assault. Maintaining strong marriage and family relationships 
in these times must be very deliberate and intentional. The marriage commitment Bible is a sum-
mary of commitments and pledges that couples should adopt or emulate to keep the marriage fire 
glowing.  

We recommend you use these pledges or modify them to customize your own. Make your 
pledges to each other in sincerity, sign off on them and hand the signed document to your part-
ner.  
You will then review these pledges periodically, assess how faithful you were in the previous peri-
od, look at your failures, determine adjustments needed and renew your commitments. For some, 
this process will be annually on your wedding anniversary but for others it will be quarterly and 
for others, monthly. 
Couples struggling in specific areas will seek to review those areas more frequently than the oth-
ers. 
You will however, pray the prayers continuously. For some it will be daily, for some weekly and 
for others monthly.  

Whatever your approach is, this commitment Bible will help you break your marriage vows 
down into an everyday proactive, prayerful approach that will consciously keep the momentum 
going throughout your marriage. 
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PLEDGES AND PRAYERS 

CONFIDENTIALITY PLEDGE 

I, (name), and I, (name), hereby commit to confidentiality in every area of our marriage; 

I commit that what belongs to our home stays in our home except in the areas of un-

derstanding and agreement. I commit to the principles of conflict resolution that only 

involves the public when all other alternatives fail. I commit to strengthen the marriage 

and the children in private. I will never be a slanderer even if I am offended; I will never 

be loud or raucous; I reserve the public arena to put on display the great things we 

have developed in private; I refuse to surrender family secrets to enemy souls and un-

consecrated lips. 

 

PRAYER TOGETHER 

O God, who saw no fault in unfaithful Israel when they were being targeted by Balak, help me never to publicly find fault in 

my spouse or children. Teach my heart wisdom to give no ammunition to the enemy to destroy and curse my family. Give me 

wisdom to represent my family well before others. Help me never to spread the dirty linen of my husband/wife in public or to 

take their faults to the gossip arenas for the amusement or entertainment of others, in the name of  

Jesus. Amen. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

JEALOUSY AND TRUST PLEDGE 

I, (name), and I, (name), hereby commit to keeping my heart pure in relation to you my 

(wife/husband); I commit not to be controlling or nagging. I commit to trust you, 

(name), and to believe your heart of purity and your commitment to the Lord. I commit 

to believe whatever explanation you give me and in so doing commit my concerns to the 

Lord. I commit never to give place to the spirit of jealousy, but to be proactive to build a 

vibrant marriage on the platform of love. 

 

PRAYER TOGETHER 

Most High God, You know all things, You alone have the power to judge the unknown in the context of facts, the heart and 

intent, the text and context; You alone know the full truth as it relates to the future of our marriage and Your purposes and 

plans for our life. I release every occasion for jealousy into Your capable hands as we continually embrace each other with 

trust and complete confidence. Let every spirit seeking to destroy our marriage with jealousy receive divine fire now, in the 

name of Jesus. Amen. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

 

 

KINGDOM MARRIAGES 

ELABORATIVE STORIES SUMMARIZED AS COMMITMENTS ,  FURTHER SUMMARIZED INTO PLEDG-

ES AND PRAYERS AND COLLATED INTO THE MARRIAGE COMMITMENT BIBLE. 
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PLEDGES AND PRAYERS 

COMPARISON PLEDGE 

I, (name), and I, (name), hereby commit to seeing you always as the most beautiful 

thing that has ever been created, in my eyes; if I make any comparison it is only a ‘none 

can compare’;  you may not have what they have but they cannot have what you have, 

the complete unique, one of a kind, amazing you that I love; I commit to understanding 

that your faults are my faults and your failure are mine; we are one; I refuse to criticize 

myself, but to improve where necessary; I commit to complimenting and appreciating 

you consistently. 
 

PRAYER TOGETHER 

Holy and most righteous God, remove the spirit of envy, greed and covetousness from my heart. Help me to always appreciate 

this great treasure You have blessed me with and to never look away to lust after anything else. My heart is settled Lord, it 

cannot be moved; it is because of Your great love for me why You have brought such an amazing person into my life. I would 

never trade him/her for anything else. (Name) is divinely unique in a perfect and wholesome way for my life. Amen. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

  

 

 

KINGDOM MARRIAGES 

ELABORATIVE STORIES SUMMARIZED AS COMMITMENTS ,  FURTHER SUMMARIZED INTO PLEDG-

ES AND PRAYERS AND COLLATED INTO THE MARRIAGE COMMITMENT BIBLE. 

You may purchase the book Kingdom Marriages 
on all online bookstores; or download the eBook 

on Amazon, Kindle and other eBook sellers. 
The reading of the full Marriage Bible by the au-
thors will be available soon on YouTube in addi-

tion to ten(10 ) original marriage love songs. 
You may choose to read this book of commit-

ments (Marriage Commitment Bible) or portions of 
it at your wedding so your guests may hold you 
accountable to this daily work manual. You may 
also record your reading by video for a reminder 
of your commitments done at your most memora-

ble moment.  
You may also choose to sign physical copies of 

the book (Commitment Bible) or the commitments 
only and give to specific guests or everyone as a 
token of accountability to work the marriage for 

life .  
The Commitment Bible (excerpt) will also be avail-

able soon for free download on our website. 
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I saw fighting in the streets, I saw people pummeling one another. I 
saw businesses shuttered and shut up, I saw schools closed, I saw 
school rooms with cobwebs hanging in them and like things like pa-
pers falling off the wall and posters. It felt like no one had been in 
them for months. I saw banks, bank buildings with the roof being 
taken off and looked almost like alien abduction because money was 
just flying through the roof into some type of a vacuum cleaner, that 
sounds kind of strange, but I was watching wealth just being taken. I 
saw politicians in back rooms making deals with people, patting peo-
ple on the back and laughing and smiling and smirking. I saw monu-

ments, I saw Washington DC burning, I saw Washington DC blazing, I saw fires everywhere, I saw people 
being rounded up. I saw Chinese and Russian soldiers on the ground and the Russian soldiers were telling 
the Chinese soldiers to go and pick up these people, round up these people, secure this quadrant, secure 
this area. I saw blue helmets of the UN, I saw military things taking place. I also saw no sign of President 
Trump, I saw no sign of leadership in Washington DC but the vultures that I 
had seen were now like gargoyles and they were ten feet off the ground, ten 
to fifteen feet off the ground and they were just attacking people mercilessly. 
I saw people hiding in their homes and garages, I saw churches being 
burned, I saw homes being burned. I saw absolute chaos and the fist punch 
on the November of 2020 is what got my attention. Then I heard the 

words again, “Brace yourself, brace yourself .” 

REMINDING OURSELVES OF 2020 PROPHESIES 

OF WORSE TIMES AHEAD 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 

Speaking in February 2020 at 2020 Prophets’ Conference, 

prophet, Bro. Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj shared a very dis-

turbing vision he had on the very day of the conference. Later 
in this magazine we will share a brief profile of Bro Sadhu and 

the other speakers at this conference. 

BRO. SADHU’S REVELATION: 
Now on the 20th of February 2020, I was called to come and 
wait at the presence of the Lord at ten in the morning and as I 
was waiting on the Lord, I was taken before His holy presence 
in the heavenly realm. As soon as I came and stood before the 
Lord Jesus, He looked at me and He said, ‘The Father God 
wants to talk with you. You have an important message to car-
ry back. Come with me now.’ Then three times lightning and 
thunder came! So when the form of the Father God came and 
stood before me, so now I’m going to tell you exactly as how I 
received it from the Father God. 

 Another great wind is going to sweep all over the world, and when He spoke the word “wind”, it was made 
for me to know this. Another great wind is going to sweep this whole world. The world is shaken with fear 
and trembling because of coronavirus but the word of the Lord came to say, another worse than corona-
virus is going to come. When that comes, it will make this coronavirus look like child’s play. So when this 
great wind comes, it will sting people like a hornet’s sting. When a hornet stings a person, a person feels 
hot with fire-like sensation and swelling like boils appear on their body. In the same manner, when this 
wind stings a person that person will feel hot like fire over them and their temperature will rise above 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, above 38 degrees Centigrade. So the feelings will be hot like fire burning all over their 
body and fever will shoot up in their bodies more than 100 degrees and boils will develop all over their 
faces and bodies especially in the chest area. These are the physical symptoms when this virus stings. Now 
doctors and scientists will be baffled and perplexed at not being able to discover at all any medicine or 
vaccine for this.  
 This morning I have read in the news a scientific report about this coronavirus, that the scientists 
are still trying to understand the DNA of this virus and they say a vaccine is still a long time away… there’s 
no vaccine! And by the time they claim that they found something, this hornet will come to sting but this 
time the doctors and the scientists will not be able to discover any way how this virus works and they will 
not be able to discover any medicine or vaccine.  

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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2020 PROPHECIES OF 

WORSE TIMES 

GOD OF GRACE AND ENDURING 
MERCIES, DESCEND UPON BELIEV-

ERS IN THESE TIMES AND LET 
YOUR PROTECTIVE COVERING 

SHIELD THEM FROM THE DESTRUC-

TIVE PATH OF THE ENEMY. GIVE 
US PEACE AGAINST THE WIND OF 
THESE EVIL TIMES. MIGHTY GOD, 

REMOVE THESE PLAGUES FROM US. 
TURN AWAY THE STING OF THESE 
PROPHESIES AND LET THEM NOT 

MANIFEST. LET HUMAN HEARTS BE 
CHANGED. LET NATIONS CRY OUT 

FOR REPENTANCE. THEN TURN 
AWAY FROM YOUR WRATH AND 

SPARE US. 

My Father and my God, if You should  

count iniquities, who can stand? 
Wash me from all my sins and forgive 

me for anything in me that might 
have contributed to Your anger with 
the nations. Mighty God, in your mer-

ciful kindness, breathe provision for 
my family in times of lack, safety in 
times of distress, deliverance in times 

of disaster; make my household pre-
cious in Your sight in the midst of the 

abominations You see daily, in the 

name of Jesus. Amen. 

  

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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 CWDS Bible Quotes 

Be taken up with righteousness in this evil 
world, for righteousness will take evil 
away from you in this world and take 
you away from the evil determined 
against this world. 

The death of the righteous must never get 
clouded by what they are taken from 
but must be measured by what they 
are being taken to. 

There is no unrighteousness that is not 
known, no sinful conduct that will not 
be called to account and no sinner who 
is not under wrath. 

Because God is silent does not mean He 
should be slighted; because He is long-
suffering does not mean He should be 
ignored. 

The fear of the Lord is spiritual and is 
founded on wisdom; the presence of sin 
with the absence of fear is the greatest 
folly and the wisest death trap of the 
enemy. 

The hopelessness of your hope is to find 
the life in your hands engaged in things 
producing death. 

Humility and righteous pursuit is a spiritu-
al positioning that causes a person to 
enter into God in the spirit and dwell 
with Him. 

Never ignite the wrath of God for it does not 
excite the Lord to destroy; instead invite 
His ready mercy. 

Never ignite the wrath of God for it does not 
excite the Lord to destroy; instead invite 
His ready mercy. 

The end of sin is the destruction of the spirit 
and soul which is the sole intent of the en-
emy; he would have his way but for the 
relenting heart of God. 

The fruit of the lips engages the creativity of 
God, you speak, God creates. 

Peace springs from the heart and closes every 
distance between people, but it makes 
every wicked distant. 

There is no peace for the wicked just tempo-
rary reprieve and delusion. 

PRAYER POINTS 

Lord Jesus, I speak righteousness into the 
heart of everyone who calls upon Your 
name; I am determined to live a righteous 

life. Amen. 
Thank You Father that the righteous realize 

their greatest hope in death; the reality of 

true life. Amen. 
Merciful God, change the hearts of sinners; 

help them to see the cloud of wrath that 
they are living under. Amen. 

Spirits of sinners, awake to God; it is not be-

cause He is absent or consenting; it is be-
cause He is merciful and long-suffering. 

O Lord, I choose to remain awed by You; I 

will fear with reverential fear every mo-
ment of my day. Amen. 

 
ISAIAH 57—CWDS Bible with Quotes & Prayers 

MOTIVATIONAL TO FEAR GOD QUOTES & PRAYERS - ISAIAH 57 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 

Because God is silent does not mean He 
should be slighted; because He is long-
suffering does not mean He should be 
ignored. 

The fear of the Lord is spiritual and is 
founded on wisdom; the presence of 
sin with the absence of fear is the 
greatest folly and the wisest death 
trap of the enemy. 

The hopelessness of your hope is to find 
the life in your hands engaged in 
things producing death. 

Spirits of sinners, 
awake to God; it 
is not because 
He is absent or 
consenting; it is 
because He is 
merciful and 
long-suffering. 

You are encouraged to read ISAIAH 57 from your bible version to put these quotes into perspective 
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SUFFER THE CHIL-

DREN 

Convey them 

Make provision for 
them 

Make allowance for 
them 

Do not ignore them 

Be pro-active to 
reach them 

Expend your re-
sources on them 

Direct them 

Prioritize them 

Give them the time, 
attention, details 
and patience they 

need. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHILDREN AND YOUTH’S 
CORNER 

 

SUFFER THE LITTLE CHIL-

DREN TO COME TO ME! 

FORBID THEM NOT! 

 

 

It simply means that the church must design  specific, intentional, proactive programs to reach, minis-

ter, disciple, educate and inform the children and youths. COVID-19 is not an excuse, instead it is a new 

opportunity for the church to begin to see the internet as a ministry opportunity to a generation totally 

dis-engaged  and distracted. 

 

COMING SOON TO OUR 

WEBSITE 

MESSAGE MUSIC 

CHILDREN SONGS 

WITH ACTIONS  

DO NOT  

FORBID 

 
Do not slight them 

Do not ignore them 

Do not turn them 
away 

Do not prevent them 

Do not marginalize 
them 

Do not offend 
them by doing not!
(thing) 
Or by not doing 
enough. 
Do not relegate them 
to the world social 
media agenda 

FIVE(5) REASONS TO PRIORITIZE CHILDREN: 

I. What they will face in their generations will be significantly worse than anything you will 
ever face. 

II. They are being proactively evangelized by demonic influences through very accessible, en-
joyable and engaging mediums. 

III. They are usually not self-motivated to pursue spiritual things. 
IV. You lose the children you lose a generation; the instruction is to train them in the way they 

should go so they will make good choices in their generation. 
V. It is every believer’s mandate. 

OUR CHILDREN ALL BELONG TO GOD; THEY ARE ENTRUSTED TO YOUR CARE AS MOSES WAS TO HIS 

MOTHER’S. YOU HAVE A DUTY AND RESPONSIBILITY TO RAISE THEM WELL FOR THE KING. 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe 
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CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

MINISTRIES 

HEAVENLY FATHER, RELEASE THE 
GRACE FOR EFFECTIVE CHILDREN MINIS-

TRY UPON EVERY CHURCH AND EVERY 
HOME  TODAY. I PRAY THAT THE CHIL-

DREN WILL NOT BE ABANDONED IN THESE 
TIMES, BUT THAT CHURCHES WILL PRO-

ACTIVELY DEVELOP AND DESIGN PRO-

GRAMS TO EFFECTIVELY TRAIN AND DE-

VELOP OUR CHILDREN AND YOUTHS TO 
BE FIERY CHRISTIANS. AS CHURCHES 

PROACTIVELY MINISTER TO CHILDREN IN 
THESE TIMES, LET THEM BE DIVINELY 

EMPOWERED TO ENGAGE CHILDREN EF-

FECTIVELY. FOR THOSE CHURCHES WHO 
ARE CONTEMPLATING IN-PERSON MEET-

INGS, I SPEAK SAFETY AND THE GRACE 
FOR CONSISTENT VOLUNTEERS. THANK 

YOU LORD JESUS FOR MINISTRIES WILL-

ING TO FIGHT FOR THE NEXT GENERA-

TION, IN THE NAME OF JESUS.  

Holy Spirit, cover my home under the 

blood of Jesus. My children shall 
serve You. Make me an effective min-

ister to my children. Release the grace 
to engage my children effectively and 
to model You before them. Teach me 

so I may train them to be the persons 
You are calling them to be. I refuse 
and reject the spirit of complacency, 

of laziness and surrender. My chil-
dren shall passionately love You with 

awareness of the times and of Your 
word and they will be empowered to 

make right choices. Amen. 

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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MESSAGE MUSIC INTERNATIONAL  

COVID 19 STRATEGY 

1. MAKE ALL OUR MATERIAL FREE OF COST AS 
LONG AS COVID LASTS AND GENERALLY AVAIL-
ABLE AFTER. 

2. PRODUCE MULTIPLE NEW WORSHIP SONGS 
EVERY MONTH AS AN ESSENTIAL SERVICE TO 
OUR HOME CHURCHES AND HOME DEVOTIONS. 

3. PARTNER WITH SINGERS AND STUDIOS WORLD 
WIDE TO PRODUCE NEW MUSIC CONSTANTLY 
WITH A  MANDATE TO: 

4. RECOGNIZE THE URGENCY OF THE TIMES. 

5. FOCUS ON THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND NOT THE 
KINGDOM OF OUR ABILITIES AND PERSONAL 
GOALS. 

6. PUBLISH OUR NEW MUSIC WORDS AND FEA-
TURE OUR TEAMS IN OUR MAGAZINE. 

7. ASSIST THE CHURCH WHERE POSSIBLE TO DE-
LIVER DYNAMIC WORSHIP TO THE HOMES. 

8. MAINTAIN DAILY POSTS IN OUR WHATSAPP 
GROUP AND BLOG AND ADMIT AS MANY PARTIC-
IPANTS TO FACILITATE EASY UPDATES. 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRODUCE YOUR OWN WOR-

SHIP SONGS FOR USE BY YOUR WORSHIP TEAM? 

DO YOU HAVE A GOOD TEAM OF SINGERS? 

DO YOU HAVE RECORDING CAPACITY OR ACCESS TO A  

STUDIO? 

WE WILL WRITE AND PRODUCE YOUR SONGS. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL GIFTING; TALENT; CONNEC-

TION? (Eg.  GROUP DYNAMICS; MUSIC ARRANGEMENT; 

ABILITY TO DO CHILDREN WORSHIP SONGS?) 

DO YOU WISH TO ADD YOUR VOICE TO OUR COVID-19 

UNITE THE WORLD IN LOCKDOWN NEW WORSHIP MU-

SIC EFFORT? 

PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE AND REGISTER: 

 

OUR STRATEGY 

INVITATION TO  

CHURCHES 

GO TO globalkgnmagazine.com 

FOR FREE INSPIRATIONAL MUSIC IN THIS SEASON. 

REGISTER TO HAVE US WRITE YOUR SONGS 

ENSURE YOU SUBSCRIBE to receive 

our publications and new music as we produce them in 
this season just for you. 

And remember DISTANCE IS NO BARRIER; YOU CAN 
BE A MESSAGE MUSIC ARTISTE. 
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FOREWORDED BY THE LATE DR. MYLES MUNROE 

(the most accomplished Caribbean leader of this century) 

THE EFFECTS: 

YOU SHALL BE LIKE A TREE 
PLANTED BY THE RIVERS OF 

WATER… WHATEVER YOU DO 
SHALL PROSPER. 

SPOKEN BY KING DAVID—
Psalms 1 

YOU SHALL MAKE YOUR WAY 
PROSPEROUS AND YOU WILL 

HAVE GOOD SUCCESS. 
SPOKEN BY THE ALMIGHTY 

GOD - Joshua 1 
JOSHUA’S SECRET OF SUC-
CESS WAS NOT HIS MILI-

TARY POWER BUT THE 
WORD THAT NEVER LEFT 

HIS MOUTH. 

 

YOU SHALL BE LIKE A TREE...PSALMS 1 

SCROLL DOWN FOR YOUR DAILY DEVOTIONAL BIBLE READING SAMPLE 

THE CWDS BIBLE IS A NEW,  EXCITING AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO MEMORIZE AND 
MEDITATE THE WORD OF GOD. 

IT WAS BORN FOR THE CHURCH AT HOME AND IS  RECOMMENDED  LESSON MA-
TERIAL FOR PASTORS, GROUP LEADERS AND EVERYONE 

GET FREE DOWNLOADS OF THE ENTIRE BIBLE DURING THIS COVID LOCKDOWN AT: 

THE CARIBBEAN WORSHIP &  

DEVOTIONAL STUDY BIBLE 
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THE FOREWORD:  

This erudite, eloquent and immensely thought-provoking work gets to the 

heart of one of the deepest contradictions within our culture-the contempo-

rizing of the Word of God in the first complete Caribbean Bible.  

 

This is indispensable reading for anyone who wants to live life above the 

norm.  

This is a profound authoritative work which spans the wisdom of the ages 

and yet breaks new ground in its approach and will possibly become a clas-

sic in this and the next generation.  

 

This exceptional work by Milton Maye is one of the most profound, practi-

cal, principle-centered approaches to this timely issue and brings a fresh 

breath of air that captivates the heart, engages the mind and inspires the 

spirit of the reader.  

 

The author's ability to leap over complicated theological and metaphysical 

jargon and reduce complex theories to simple practical principles that the 

least among us can understand is amazing.  

This work will challenge the intellectual while embracing the laymen as it 

dismantles the mysteries of the soul search of mankind and delivers the pro-

found in simplicity.  

 

Milton's approach to the daily application of scripture awakens in the read-

er the untapped inhibitors that retard our personal development and his an-

ecdotes empower us to rise above these self-defeating, self limiting factors to 

a life of exploits in spiritual and mental advancement.  

 

The author also integrates into each chapter the time-tested precepts giving 

each principle a practical application to life making the entire process peo-

ple-friendly. Every sentence of this book is pregnant with wisdom and I 

enjoyed the mind-expanding experience of this exciting book.  

 

I admonish you to plunge into this ocean of 

knowledge and watch your life change for 

the better.  

The Caribbean Worship and Devotional Study Bible Foreworded by 

the Late Dr. Myles Munroe. This Project was titled Complete Carib-

bean Bible, by Dr. Myles Munroe in 2009.  

www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /subscribe www.globalkgnmagazine.com  /
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 THE wisdom of the zealous brings a de-

lightful new appeal; 
There is nothing quite like it, like wis-

dom mixed with zeal. 
He said, “Choose you a king.” What a 
challenge!  

“Priests of Baal, come worship your de-
light!” 
I know someone may say this, “Serves 

them both just right.” 
The wisdom of the zealous brings new 

hope to life, 
But wisdom without the fear of God is 
not considered wise. 

2 KINGS 10 
1Ahab had seventy sons in Samaria, and 
Jehu wanted seventy heads. 
But he wanted the rulers of Jezreel, and 

the ones who raised Ahab’s children to do 
it, so he wrote to them and said, 
2“As soon as you get this letter, since you 

have your master’s sons with you, 
and you have chariots and horses, weap-

ons, and a fortified city also, 
3“choose the best of your master’s sons, 
and set him on his father’s throne, 

and with your new king fight for your mas-
ter’s house.” 
4But they were very afraid, and they said, 

“Two kings could not stand up to him; 
how can we stand?” 
5And all the rulers who were over the city, 
and those who were set over Ahab’s house, 
and the elders, and those who raised the 

sons, sent to Jehu, saying, “We are your 
servants; what you tell us to do we will do. 

We will not make us any king; do what 
you think is good and right.” 
6Then he wrote to them this letter; it was 

the second time. 
“If you are mine then do my bidding; listen 
to my voice. 

Bring the heads of your master’s sons and 
come to me at Jezreel, tomorrow at this 

time.” 
The sons of the king were with the great 
men of the city who were raising them. 

 

7When the letter came, they took the seventy 
sons of Ahab and killed them,  

then they brought their heads in baskets to 
Jehu, as he had commanded them. 
8Then someone brought the message to the 

king, saying, “They have brought the heads 
of  
the king’s sons here.” 

He said, “Lay the heads in two heaps at the 
entrance of the gate until morning.” 
9In the morning he went out and stood before 
all the people, and said, 
“You are righteous. I conspired against your 

master and killed him,  
but tell me who killed all these men? 
10“Know that not one word the Lord has spo-
ken concerning the house of Ahab shall 
loosely fall; 

for the Lord has performed all He spoke by 
His servant Elijah.” 
There! Jehu expressed it; this was wisdom 
mixed with zeal. 
11And Jehu killed all who were left of the 

house of Ahab; 
all his great men and his relatives and his 
priests, 

until there was no one remaining of them. 
12Then he went down to Samaria and sat by 
Beth-Eked which was on the way, 
13Jehu met the brothers of Ahaziah king of 
Judah and said, “Who are you?”   

They replied, “We are Ahaziah’s brothers and 
we are here to greet the sons of the king, and 
of the queen’s mother.” 
14He said, “Take them alive.” So they took 
them all alive,  

and he killed all forty-two men at the well of 
Beth-eked; he left none remaining of them. 
15When he left there he met Jehonadab the 

son of Recab coming to meet him; 
he saluted him and said to him, “Is your 
heart right with me as my heart is to you?” 

And Jehonadab answered, “It is like yours,” 
Then Jehu said, “If it is, give me your hand,” 

and he took him up into his chariot. 
16Then he said, “Come with me and see my 
zeal for the Lord.” 

So he took him up and had him ride in his  

 
2KINGS 10—CWDS Bible with Quotes & Prayers 

GOD’S HEART FOR BACKSLIDERS—Follow on fr. above selection 
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chariot. 
17When he came to Samaria, he killed all 
who remained of Ahab in Samaria,  
until he had totally destroyed them, ac-

cording to the word the Lord spoken to Eli-
jah. 
18While zeal was consuming him and his 
passion was very high, 
he gathered all the people and mused, 

“Now I shall be wise.” 
“Ahab served Baal a little, but I will serve 

him much. 
19“Now gather all the prophets of Baal to 
me, all his priests, his worshippers and all 

such. 
Let no one be missing, for we are going to 
sacrifice to Baal real big; 

anyone who is missing, he shall not live.” 
Jehu was very deceptive; to destroy the 

worshippers of Baal was his intent. 
20And Jehu said, “Proclaim a solemn gath-
ering for Baal.” And they proclaimed it 

then. 
21So Jehu sent throughout all Israel, and 

all the worshippers of Baal came; there 
was no one missing among them. 
They came into the temple of Baal until 

the temple was full from end to end. 
22And Jehu instructed the person respon-
sible to bring garments for all the worship-

pers of Baal.  
So he gave garments to them all. 
23Jehu and Jehonadab the son of Recab 
went into the temple of Baal, 
and to the worshippers he said, 

“Search and see that no servant of the 
Lord is among you, but only Baal worship-

pers.” 
24They went in to offer sacrifices and burnt 
offerings. 

In the height of Baal’s worship, while they 
offered sacrifice, 
he appointed eighty men to slaughter 

them, saying, “If any of these men escape, 
anyone who let them escape, his life shall 

be for their life.” 
 

25It happened, as soon as he had finished of-
fering the burnt offering, Jehu said to his 

captains and guards,  
“Go in and kill them all, let no one escape!” 
So they killed them with the sword, then the 

guards and officers threw them out, and 
went into the inner room of Baal’s house. 
26And they brought the images out of the 

house of Baal and burned them. 
27Then they broke down the pillars of Baal 

and tore down the house and made it a 
dump heap to this day. 
28So Jehu destroyed Baal from the land of 

Israel. 
29But Jehu did not turn away from the sins 

of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who caused 
Israel to sin;  
he followed the golden calves in Bethel and in 

Dan. 
@Wisdom mixed with zeal will receive a sure 
reward; 
30The Lord said to Jehu, “Because you have 
done well in doing what is right in My sight, 

and have executed My judgment on the 
house of Ahab,  
your sons will sit on the throne of Israel to 

the fourth generation.” 
@The wisdom of the zealous brings new hope 
to life, 
but wisdom without the fear of God is not con-
sidered wise. 
31But Jehu did not follow the statutes of the 
Lord God of Israel with all of his heart. 
He followed the sins of Jeroboam, who made 

Israel to sin. 
32And the Lord began to cut off portions of 

Israel in those days; 
Hazael the king of Syria defeated them 
throughout all Israel, 
33from Jordan on the east: all the land of Gil-
ead__Gad, Reuben and Manasseh__from Aroer 

which is by River Arnon, to include Gilead 
and Bashan. 
34The rest of the acts of Jehu, all he did, and 

all his might, 
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are written in book of the chronicles of the 

kings of Israel. 
35And Jehu died, and he was buried in Sa-
maria when he died.  

And Jehoahaz his son reigned in his place. 
Jehu ruled Israel for twenty-eight years. 

CWDS Bible Quotes 
Wisdom mixed with zeal for the Lord is the 

wisdom of God; wisdom propelled by 
the world and self-righteousness is de-
monic wisdom. 

Betrayal of trust is the greatest trap; it will 
cause you to snare yourselves trying to 
save and preserve yourself. 

Loyalty and integrity are absolute; if you 
become changed for fear or rewards 
you will attract the law of judgment. 

Never be comfortable or caught away with 
sinners or you may be caught up in 
their judgment. You can be sure they 
will be judged, you cannot be sure of 
the time. 

Demonstrate your zeal for the Lord and put 
it on display before others; but demon-
strate your wisdom by fearing the Lord 
every day. 

The worship of Satan is a trap for the pitiful 
waiting to bring them down to the pit 
with Satan their master. 

Not everyone who endures your devious 
demonic worship enjoys it, or is excited 
by it; never be fooled, it is nauseating to 
many. 

 

The abomination must be removed from the 
land but the contamination must be con-
tained from your heart; fear the Lord and 
do His bidding and never let either go. 

You may not worship the devil their way but it 
does not justify you if you worship the 
devil your way; demonic worship in any 
way and disobedience to the word of God 
attracts one judgment. 

The signs of judgment and the wrath of God 
on you should never be ignored, it is an 
indication of terror approaching. 

PRAYER POINTS 

Demonic wisdom operating among the peo-
ple of God, be crushed by the power of 

the word, in the name of Jesus. Amen. 
Let every disloyal person and betrayer oper-

ating among believers and especially the 

persecuted church, fall into their own 
trap today, in the name of Jesus. 

My Father my God, I refuse to oppose You or 

show disregard by consorting with sin-
ners and people who live to hate and op-

pose You, in the name of Jesus. Amen. 
Fear of the living God that compels restraint, 

fall upon church leaders, ministers and 

all those who are anointed and appointed 
to execute Your will in this evil age, in the 
name of Jesus. 

Most High God, let the trumpet of heaven 
echo in every coven and public and secret 

worship of Satan and let it cause fear and 
trembling and a great turning around, in 
name of Jesus. Amen. 
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Wisdom mixed with zeal for the Lord is the 
wisdom of God; wisdom propelled by the 
world and self-righteousness is demonic 
wisdom. 

The worship of Satan is a trap for the pitiful 
waiting to bring them down to the pit with 
Satan their master. 

.You may not worship the devil their way but 
it does not justify you if you worship the 
devil your way; demonic worship in any 
way and disobedience to the word of God 
attracts one judgment. 

Let every disloyal per-

son and betrayer 
operating among 

believers and es-
pecially the perse-
cuted church, fall 

into their own trap 
today, in the name 
of Jesus. 
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THE CWDS BIBLE                                                                
THE BIBLE STUDY PARTNER FOR BELIEVERS 

1. IT IS AN ALL-IN-ONE STUDY BIBLE 

THAT HELPS STUDY AND COMPELS 
DEVOTION. 

2. IT TEACHES AND ENCOURAGES 

PRAYING THE WORD. 

3. HELPS YOUR MEMBERS TO GROW 

AND TO LOVE THE WORD IN THE 
ABSENCE OF DIRECT FELLOWSHIP. 

4. IT WAS FOREWORDED BY DR. 

MYLES MUNROE, THE MOST AC-

COMPLISHED CARIBBEAN RELI-

GIOUS LEADER OF THIS CENTURY 

AND IS SAFE FOR GENERAL USE. 
5. THE STUDY AND DEVOTIONAL FEA-

TURES CAN BE USED GENERALLY 

WITH OTHER VERSIONS. 

6. THE INTRODUCTION CAPTURES THE 

CHAPTER IN A CAPSULE AND 
STARTS A WORSHIP CONVERSA-

TION. 

7. THE QUOTES ARE REGULAR LES-

SONS YOU WOULD TEACH IN ANY 

CHURCH SERVICE AND BASIC 

HIGHLIGHTS. IT ALSO HELPS THE 
BELIEVER TO DEVELOP THEIR 

OWN. 

8. THE PRAYERS LEAD YOU IN A PER-

SONAL RESPONSE TO THE WORD. 

THE CWDS BIBLE:  FUN TO READ  

MAKES THE BIBLE PERSONAL 

REASONS TO RECOMMEND 

THE CWDS BIBLE 

WWW.GLOBALKGNMAGAZINE.COM 

1. GENERAL READING OF A CHAPTER 

WHICH IS COMPLETE WITH A RHYTH-
MIC SUMMARY; ITS OWN LESSONS 

AND PRAYER RESPONSE. 

2. YOU MAY READ THE INTRO; THEN 

READ YOUR FAVORITE BIBLE VER-

SION (IF DIFFERENT). THEN REVIEW 
THE QUOTES AND LESSONS FROM 

THE CWDS BIBLE AND PRAY WITH US 

OR ADOPT THE PATTERN OF SCRIP-

TURE PRAYING. 

3. LOOK FOR OTHER SOURCES OF 

YOUR FAVORITE QUOTE AND OTHER 
SUPPORTING SCRIPTURE. 

4. PASTORS AND LEADERS MAY SELECT 

THE CHAPTER FOR READING TO SYS-

TEMATICALLY LEAD THE CHURCH ON 

A STUDY PATH OR A WALK THROUGH 
OF THE BIBLE WITH THE LESSONS; 

THE LESSONS CAN BE DISCUSSED 

ON ZOOM OR CONFERENCE CALL. 

5. USE THE RHYTHMIC INTRODUCTORY 

SUMMARY TO HELP YOU MEMORIZE 

THE SCRIPTURE OR REMEMBER KEY 
CHAPTERS EASILY. 

HOW TO USE THE CWDS  
BIBLE EFFECTIVELY 
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SUBSCRIBE TO US AT 
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IN ADDITION TO GETTING OUR MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTED GLOBALLY: 

1. WE COVER END-TIME WORLD OCCURRENCES AND HIGHLIGHT THE RESPONSE OF THE CHURCH. 
(THE CHURCH IS ALWAYS AFFECTING AND IMPACTING BUT MOST OF THE STORIES ARE NOT 

TOLD.)  

2. WE SHARE IDEAS AND STORIES FROM OTHER MINISTRIES AND BELIEVERS TO INSPIRE YOU TO 

GREATER EFFECTIVENESS AND MOBILIZATION. 

3. WE TELL YOU WHERE TO GET THE FREE RESOURCES YOU NEED TO ADAPT TO CHANGES AS 
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NOW AND SUBSCRIBE TO OUR 

MAGAZINE. 

The author of the CWDS BIBLE promises to constantly  use his 
story to inspire you. 

May  the Holy Spirit unleash the greatness in you  for end-time 
effectiveness and fulfilment. 

WITCHCRAFT TRAPS—LEADERS ARE 

FALLING 

WITCHRAFT DEREK PRINCE; DAVID WILKENSON 

MEGA CHURCH IN-PERSON MEETINGS RESUME 
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KINGDOM FINANCING—TEMPLE PREPARATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEMPLE PREPARATION—B 

  

David in blessing the Lord made some 
very salient points and acknowledg-

ments: 
God owns everything in Heaven and 
earth 

Whatever is given to God actually be-
longs to Him already 
The kingdom is God’s 

God reigns over everything 
Riches and honor come from God 

Offering directs the heart towards God;  
David knew that by placing the treas-
ure, you place your heart; it fixes the 

heart on God. 
The three Personalities of the de-

ity in Heaven smiled at David. He had 
followed the principle of the offering 
that was dedicated in Heaven before 

time. The offering prepared long before 
man was created. This offering was not 
yet offered in the natural but He was 

presented and offered in eternity as 
the foundation for the redemption 

plan. David was truly a man after 
God’s own heart. 
 

  

“Honey, it’s our anniversary today,” 

Sarah said excitedly. This was their 
first anniversary and she was expect-

ing something very special from her 
husband, perhaps a big surprise. 
“Our anniversary?” he said, surprised 

himself. “Let me run and get you a 
present!” he continued. Sarah felt de-
pressed. “How could he forget our 

most important date?” she agonized. 
“I will not accept his gift.” 

Zoe woke up to the sound of a 
band playing love songs. The sooth-
ing beat of Happy Anniversary sere-

naded her heart. This was her first 
anniversary and Zoe was swept off 

her feet. Her husband had taken the 
time to employ a playing band to 
wake them up on their anniversary 

day. She pulled her husband close 
and gazed in his eyes speechless for 
a few minutes. As the tune played, 

she kissed him with the most pas-
sionate kiss imaginable. 

For her husband, this was just the 
beginning of what would be her most 
memorable day. He had planned and 

provided for this all year, every day of 
which he spent loving her. 

 

Sarah had tasted how it is re-
ceived in Heaven when giving is an 

afterthought and not an overflow of 
thoughtfulness. Zoe had experienced 
how Heaven feels when giving is done 

with much cheerfulness, thought and 
passion.  
When there is preparation in ad-

vance and the presentation is per-
fect, the womb of Heaven opens, 
and the windows of Heaven re-

lease. 

The husband of Zoe experienced how 

Heaven reacts when giving is gener-
ous and is done with thoughtfulness. 

Abel, the brother of Cain, lived the  

www.globalkgnmagazine.com   
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TITHING IN CRISIS—The character of the tithes 

experience, for in his heart, he lived to 

create an experience for Heaven. 
The Apostle Paul would later 

document one of the most important 
principles of Kingdom Financing. It 
was not long after the offering which 

was prepared in Heaven before time 
was finally offered on earth. Paul was 
a convert to Christianity. He had met 

the offering Himself. He had received 
the gift personally and he would en-

sure that through his own giving and 
sacrifice the gift would perpetuate. He 
placed his life on the line and became 

an offering himself for the propagation 
of the gift.  

Now he was sending instruc-
tions to the church at Corinth, one of 
the many testaments of his illustrious 

work. It was with these instructions 
that he reiterated this profound princi-
ple. A principle that Abel, and later 

David, understood and practiced. 
This principle is the principle of Ad-

vance Preparation. In his first letter to 
the Corinthians, Paul wrote, “Let eve-
ryone give in accordance with what he 

has purposed in His heart.” 
Paul was admonishing the be-

lievers that preparation should al-
ways precede giving. For Paul, the 

heart must get involved before the 

gift is selected. The heart must also 

be engaged before the offering is given. 
His continuation of this charge 

appropriately summed it up.  
Paul said, “Do not give grudgingly or 

because you feel obligated to give, be-
cause God loves a cheerful giver.” 
Paul realized that the attitude of giv-
ing, essentially determines how the 

gift is received. Both Zoe and Sarah 

and their respective husbands can at-

test to this. Cain and Abel can also 
add their voices to this testimony. It is 

clear from Paul’s revelation that this 
attitude of giving must be displayed in  

the level of preparation of the gift.  

The attitude of giving is the 
amount of thought that goes into the 

gift before the time of offering. It is 
the conversation and sacrifice in 
Heaven long before the cross at Cal-

vary. When the giver takes time to 
purpose the gift in his heart, and to 
prepare it in advance, he is called a 

cheerful giver. God loves him! 

1. THE THOUGHT IS ALWAYS 

MORE WEIGHTY THAN THE 

GIFT SINCE GIVING IS 

ESSENTIALLY A COMMUNI-

CATION OF THE THOUGHT.  

2. GIVING IS NOT AN AFTER

-THOUGHT; IT IS THE PROD-

UCT OF THOUGHTFULNESS EV-

IDENCED BY PREPARATION. 

AS IN HEAVEN, SO ON 

EARTH!  

EVERY GIFT PERPETUATES– THE TBN STORY 
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A BIBLE SERIES FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION. 

LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH THE BIBLE TO A  

RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD. 

COMPLETE VERSIONS OF OUR BIBLE NOVELS WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE FREE 

ON OUR WEBSITE TO REGISTERED USERS.  

ALSO REGISTER FOR NOTIFICATIONS OF OUR AVAILABLE  PRODUCTS. 

Www.globalkgnmagazine.com 

A MARRIAGE SELF-COUNSELLING BOOK WITH THE               

MARRIAGE COMMITMENTS BIBLE 


